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Preface

The work described in this report was performed by the Mission Analysis Divi-
sion of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
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Abstract

This report describes the functions of the Tracking System Analytic Calibration

activity for Mariner Mars 1971 (MM'71), its objectives for this and future missions,
and the support provided to the MM'71 Navigation Team during operations. The
support functions encompass calibration of tracking data by estimating physical
parameters whose uncertainties represent limitations to navigational accuracy, and
detailed analysis of the tracking data to uncover and resolve any anomalies. Sep-
arate articles treat the activities and results of producing calibrations for the

various error sources: Deep Space Station Locations, timing and polar motion,
charged particles, and the troposphere. Two other articles are also included dis- -
cussing the effects of the media error sources on orbit determination and the merits
of the smoothing technique used for DRIVID.
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The Tracking System Analytic Calibration
Activity for Mariner Mars 1971:

Its Function and Scope
GoA. Madrid

I, Introduction During the time period covered by this report, the

TSAC activity was a function of the Deep Space Network
This report is the second in a series dedicated to report- (DSN). This is the global tracking network established

ing the accomplishments of the Tracking System Analytic by the NASA Office of Tracking and Data Acquisition for

Calibration (TSAC) activity in support of unmanned two-way communications with unmanned spacecraft
interplanetary missions. The first report (Ref. 1) described traveling to interplanetary distances. The DSN, which

the TSAC support provided to the Mariner Mars 1969 operates under the system management and technical
mission; the present report discusses the calibration sup- direction of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), at that

port provided to the Mariner Mars 1971 (MM'71) mission time was comprised of three main elements. The Deep
and evaluates the effect of calibration on spacecraft navi- Space Instrumentation Facility (DSIF), the Ground Com-
gation. Contributions to this report are organized as a munications Facility (GCF), and the Space Flight Opera-
collection of articles describing the distinct calibration tions Facility (SFOF).' The tracking and data acquisition

tasks, the calibration effects, and the data processing and stations of the DSIF, identified as Deep Stations (DSS),
operational aspects, are situated so that three stations may be selected ap-

proximately 120 deg apart in longitude to provide con°
It is the purpose of this article to present the back- tinuous coverage of distant spacecraft° The DSS serial

ground information required to relate the TSAC achieve- designations and locations are listed in Table 1.
ments in support of MM'71 to the overall goals and plans

of this activity. This information will consist of a descrip-
1Organizational changes subsequent to the flight of MM'71 have

tion of the on-going TSAC development process and its resulted in the name of the SFOF being changed to Mission Con-
objectives, along with a description of the TSAC system trol and Computing Center (MCCC), and the MCCC's removal
developed for use in support of the MM'71 mission, from DSN responsibility.

JPL TECHNICALREPORT32-1587 1
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Table1. DeepSpaceStationlocations II. TSACDevelopmentSequence

Deep Space To provide calibration support geared to the increasing
Communications Location Deep Space Serial tracking precision demands of future unmanned missions,

Complex (DSCC) Station (DSS) designation the TSAC activity is involved in a continuous process of

Goldstone California Pioneer DSSll development, demonstrations, and operations support.
Each new capability that is provided by TSAC for use

Echo DSS 12 during a mission is the result of a specific sequence of
Venus DSS 18 activities designed to ensure that these new capabilities

are developed, designed, implemented, and maintained on

Mars DSS 14 a schedule consistent with the needs and requirements of
- Australia Woomera DSS 41 the utilizing missions. The following is an outline of the

• Tidbinbilla Australia Weemala DSS 42 basic steps in that sequence:

- South Africa Johannesburg DSS 51 (1) Establish a need or requirement.

Madrid Spain Robledo DSS 61 (2) Develop a technique to satisfy the requirement.

Cebreros DSS 62 (3) Demonstrate the feasibility of the technique.

(4) Demonstrate the technique operationally.

Ground communications among the elements of the (5) Maintain the capability for the technique.
DSN are provided by GCF links consisting of voice, tele-
type, and high-speed data circuits. (6) Transfer the technique to operations.

The SFOF is the control center for DSN operations These activities are shown in greater detail in Fig. 1.
during the flight of a deep space probe. SFOF functions

include controlling the spacecraft by generating and The paragraphs that follow are intended to provide a
transmitting commands, computing trajectories, deter- greater insight into this process and, in so doing, establish
mining the spacecraft orbit during flight from range and clearly the breadth and scope of the activities that are
doppler data obtained from the tracking and data acquisi- properly identified as TSAC. With this background, the
tion stations, and processing the spacecraft telemetry data reader may more profitably proceed to the details of the
from space science experiments, calibration support for MM'71 as reported in the articles

that follow.
The TSAC functions include the calibration of track-

ing data by estimating physical parameters whose un- The logical first step in a system engineering process is
certainties represent limitations to navigational accuracy, the determination of the needs or requirements to be
validation of the calibration data, utilization of these data satisfied and the selection of techniques required in such
during a mission, and detailed postflight analysis of track- a manner as to optimize the returns from a fixed or con-

ing data to uncover and resolve any anomalies that may strained set of resources. In the TSAC system, a require-
exist. TSAC is responsible for calibrations dealing with ment or need to calibrate a particular error source is
transmission media effects due to the troposphere, iono- established by evaluating the current level at which all

sphere, and space plasma, and with errors in locating the of the error sources affecting a radio metric signal can be

earth-based tracking platform such as those resulting from calibrated and comparing these sources with the naviga-
Earth's rotation rate as measured by Universal Time tion accuracy requirements of the mission. The calibra-
(UT1), polar motion, and tracking station locations with tions for the outstanding error sources are then selected

regard to the earth's crust. Measurements of phenomena as candidates for improvement or as objectives for devel-
that permit these calibrations are received from external oping a more precise method of calibration.
sources and processed by software in the SFOF. The

following sections indicate the methodology used in de- Balancing this error budget must be performed in such
veloping new techniques and software capabilities for a way that the resultant navigation errors are minimized

calibrating the transmission media and platform error with a given expenditure of resources. In general, this
sources, with emphasis on the system developed to sup- necessitates advancing the state of the art for the most
port MMV1. critical error sources and, within the above-listed con-
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Fig. 1. Developmentto operationsprocess,TrackingSystemAnalyticCalibration

straints, reducing the effects of other error sources to a only if errors affecting the radiometric signals could be
negligible level in comparison with the most critical error removed.
source.

The principal error sources that corrupt radio doppler
For a mission such as Mariner Mars 1971, the tightest data are listed in Table 2. These error sources can he

bounds on the allowable errors are from the navigational grouped into four categories:
accuracy requirements during the Mars Orbit Insertion

phase. The planned insertion maneuver required that the (1) Platform error sources. These include uncertainty
position of the spacecraft with respect to Mars be known in time and the location of the earth's pole, the
to within 250 km (3_) to place the spacecraft into the uncertainty of the tracking station's location with
desired Mars orbit. The geometry of the orbit was of respect to the earth's rotational axis, as well as the

uncertainty of the station location with respect toprime importance if Mariner 9 was to achieve its mapping
objectives and thereby assure the success of the mission, the earth's crust.

To ensure the accuracy of the insertion, a midcourse (2) Transmission media error sources, arising from the
maneuver was planned before the influence of Mars media through which the radio signal passes. These
gravity was sufficient to determine the position of the media include the charged particles in the earth's

spacecraft. The decision for the midcourse maneuver had ionosphere, in the solar wind, and in the ionospheres
to be made on the basis of the best estimate of the space- of other planets. The neutral medium of the lower
craft traiectory obtained from the tracking data. The atmosphere-the troposphere-is also an error source
optimum accuracy could be extracted from these data in this category.

JPL TECHNICALREPORT32-1587 3



Table 2. Error sources that limit doppler navigation accuracy

Tracking data Critical region for the , Area of improvement Possible action/improvement References c
error sources error source Hardware a Software b

Oscillator instability Effect of medium-term V Cesium standards or better, Trask and Hamilton, 87-88,
instability [_24-h period] plus appropriate cleanup pp. 8-13; Curkendall,
in _, 8 is proportional to lobps to replace rubidium 87-41, pp. 42-47, and
the DSS-probe distance, p standards 87-46, pp. 4-8; Motsch

and Curkendall, 37-43,
pp. 87-89

Phase jitter V Constant design improve- Motsch and Curkendall,
. merits improve SNR d 37-43, pp. 37-39

Electrical path-length
variation through:

DSS Primarily proportional to V V Strict temperature control at
temperature variation on equipment and active cable
external cabling between delay compensation
control room and antenna

Spacecraft hnportant for target orbiter V V Improved spacecraft tran-
subjected to temperature sponder delay and preflight
fluctuations (i.e., passes calibration, or active
through shadow) compensation

Antenna motion:

DSS V V Basic design (structure, Motsch, 37-89, pp. 16--18
painting for temperature
compensation) and software
model of motion during a
tracking pass

Spacecraft V V Placement with respect to
spacecraft CG, and control
of limit cycle motion; utilize
telemetry information of
motion (or reject data)

Timing:

DSS sync to corn- Generally critical in sup- V Utilize: Trask and Muller, 87-89,
mon time standard port of target orbiters 1. X-band lunar bounce pp. 7-16

2. Traveling clocks

8. Three-way ranging
4. Local "'standards lab"

5. "Loran C"-type
implementation

A.1 ( atomic time Affects only right ascension V 1. Improve data reduction Muller, 87-41, pp. 18-24
one)--UT1 technique (for post as

well as future PZT
observations )

aData user realizes benefit automatically.

bData user "responsible" for incorporating improvement.

°References given bere list the authors, issue numbers, and page numbers of articles that appeared in the Tracking and Navigation Accu-
racy Analysis Section of The Deep Space Network, a periodical publication of the JPL Space Programs Summary series; those entries
preceded by a dagger list the authors, volume, and page numbers of TR 82-1526, The Deep Space Network Progress Report, another
periodical publication of JPL.

aSignal-to-noise ratio.
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Table 2 (contd)

Tracking data Critical region for the Area of improvement Possible action/improvement References c
error sources error source Hardware a SoRwareb

Timing:

A.1 (atomic time 2. New method for deter-
one ) -UT1 ( contd ) mining A. 1-UT1, such

as use of interfero-

metric tracking of
distant radio sources

Data accuracy V Improved source data Fliegel and Lieske, 37-62,
pp. 46-49; tFliegel, V,
pp. 66-74

Precession, nutation V Further reduction of avail-
(spin axis with respect able data and use of inter-
to inertial space ) ferometric tracking of

distant radio sources

Pole motion (earth's V 1. hnprove predictions Muller, 37-45, pp. 10-14;
crust with respect to a. "Hattori" model Chao and Muller, 37-56,
spin axis ) b. Sequential estimation pp. 69-74

technique

2. Reduce time interval over
which predictions must
be extrapolated ( reduce
lag between observations
and availability of
results )

3. New method for deter-
mining polar motion,
such as use of interfero-

metric tracking of distant
radio sources

4. Polar satellite Chao and Fliegel, 37-66,
pp. 23-26

Charged particles:

Ionosphere Worst effect at sun-earth V Utilize ionosonde data, Trask and Efron, 37-41,
probe angle SEP = 90 ° Faraday rotation data from pp. 3-12; Liu, 87-41,

spacecraft or earth satellites, pp. 38-41; Winn, 37-53,
dual frequency, group vs pp. 20-25; Webb and
phase velocity technique Mulhall, 37-55, pp. 13-15;
(DRVID), empirical model, Mulhall and Thuleen,
etc. 37-55, pp. 15-19; Mulhall

and Wimberly, 37-55,
pp. 19-23; Mulhall and
Wimberly, 37-56, pp.
58--61; Ondrasik and
Mulhall, 37-57, pp. 29-42;
Mulhall, 37-57, pp. 24-29;
Mulhall, 37-58, pp. 66-73;
Ondrasik, 37-59, pp. 97-
110; Ondrasik, Mulhall,
and Mottinger, 37-60,
pp. 89-95; Madrid, 37-60,
pp. 95-97; Mulhall and

JPL TECHNICAL REPORT 32-1587 5



Table 2 (contd)

Area of improvement
Tracking data Critical region for the Possible action/improvement References _:
error sources error source Hardware a Software b

Charged particles:
Ionosphere (contd) Stelzreid, 87-64, pp.

21-25; Mulhall, 37-64,
pp. 25-27; Mulhall and
Thuleen, 87-65, pp. 35-40;
"['Miller and Mulhall, V,
pp. 58-66

Space plasma Worst at SEP = 0 and V Dual frequency and DRVID Mulhall and Wimberly,
effect increases with p. techniques 37-56, pp. 58-61; Efron
Little increase above p = and Lisowski, 87-56,
5 AU and most of the pp. 61-69; Anderson,
effect by p = 3 AU 37-58, pp. 77-81; Ondrasik,

Mulhall, and Mottinger,
37-60, pp. 89-95; Reynolds,
Mottinger, and Ondrasik,
37-62, pp. 24-28;
tMacDoran, Callahan,
and Zygielbaum, I, pp.
14-22; tvon Roos, III,
pp. 71-77; "[won Roos, VI,
pp. 46-57

Tropospheric refrac- Worst at low elevation V Model based on: Liu, 87-50, pp. 98-97;
tion angles y, but deletion of 1. Average local condi- Mottinger, 37-50, pp. 97-

data at low Y degrades tions at DSS 104; Winn, 87-51, pp.
ability to determine a, ,_ 42-50

2. Local atmospheric
measurements near
DSS

8. Radiosonde measure- Ondrasik and Thuleen,
ments 37-65, pp. 24-25; "['Winn

and Leavitt, I, pp. 81--41;
i'Miller, Ondrasik, and
Chao, I, pp. 22--81;
tChao and Moyer, III,
pp. 68-71; tChao, VI,
pp. 67-83; _'Thuleen and
Ondrasik, VI, pp. 83-99;
_'von Roos, VI, pp. 99-
102; tChao, VI, pp.
57-67

Influence on Doppler V V 4. Surface weather Berman, 87-65, pp.
140-153

Software V Replace SPODPe with Moyer, issues 3%38, -39,
DPODP f, incorporating and -41 through -46;
above model improvements Warner, 37-47, pp. 35--41

V MEDIA calibrations J'Madrid, III, pp. 52-63

eSingle Precision Orbit Determination Program.

rDouble Precision Orbit Determination Program.

6 JPL TECHNICAL REPORT 32-1587



Table2 (contd)

Area of improvement
Tracking data Critical region for the Possible action/improvement References_
error sources error source Hardware a Softwareh

DSS locations V Statistically combine results Vegos and Trask, 37-43,
of several missions, utilizing pp. 18-24; Mottinger and
above improvements Trask, 37-48, pp. 12-22;

Mottinger, 37-49, pp.
10-23, and 37-56,
pp. 45-58; Mottinger,
87-62, pp. 41-46;
tOndrasik and Mottinger,
IV, pp. 71-80

(3) Error sources related to the spacecraft and ground Improvements in UT1 and polar motion indicate that a
equipment (not discussed in this report). Included high priority should be allocated to the improvement of

in this category are variations of the effective path the locationsof the stations. In the past this information
through the microwave equipment in the spacecraft has been gleaned from the tracking data of prior missions
and at the tracking station, and drift in the fre- but a point of diminishing returns has been reached using

quency system that controls the frequency of the this technique so that dramatic improvements are not
S-band signal, foreseen. The recent development of the Very Long

(4) Errors in the ephemerides of the earth, moon, and Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) technique (Ref. 2) and
the successful initiation of a series of tests to prove its

target planet, feasibility (Ref. 2) have increased hopes of obtaining at

A variance circle comparison of the errors is useful in least a factor of two improvement in station locations by
evaluating the relative importance of the various types permitting a coordinate tie between the ill-defined

of errors. The va_riance circles in Fig. 2 are intended to stations (i.e., overseas) and the better defined stations
compare the value of the errors for MM'69 and MM'71. (i.e., Goldstone). Combining this technique with the
These diagrams are sealed so that the area of the circle present methods should permit the platform errors to be
allocated to each error source is proportional to the more equally balanced with the transmission media and
variance contribution of that error source. The variance ground system errors.

circles are given in terms of the uncertainty in right ascen-
sion (a) and declination (8) of the spacecraft. These coordi- The development of the software systems required to
hates correspond to a right-handed system in which the utilize technological advances is also a TSAC objective.
a-_ plane lies normal to the line of sight between the earth Aside from the VLBI example, new approaches to measur-

and the spacecraft, ing the columnar water vapor content along the line of
sight of the radar antenna (system noise temperature

Errors in locating the station in longitude dominate the measurements 2) are being evaluated for possible incor-

overall right ascension uncertainties _r_ with UT1, polar poration into the TSAC system. This innovation, it is felt,
motion, and ephemeris errors being the next most dotal- would permit the calibration of short- and long-term
nant set. The transmission media errors and ground tropospheric effects to the 0.25-m level (currently only

station errors exert a greater influence on the declination long-term effects are calibratable to the 0.5-m level).

variance (a_ tan" 8) and, for MM'71, can be considered to Under development for the post-MM'71 era is a capa-

be evenly balanced with all the platform errors except for bility to utilize dual-frequency observables (range,
the DSS location error source, which is still by far the

dominant error. The ephemeris and ground system errors '-'Thesetechniques involve the passive sensing of water vapor radia-
tion effects along the line of sight in received frequencies in theare not a TSAC system responsibility, but their effect on

the overall error must be taken into account in evaluating s, x, or K bands. If the results of investigations in these bands arepositive then it is possible that these techniques could be utilized
the relative importance of the errors for which TSAC is using current DSN equipment. If not, additional equipment would
responsible, be required and the costs could be prohibitive.

JPL TECHNICALREPORT32-1587 7
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Fig.2. Variancecirclecomparisonof planeof skyerrorsfroma Goldstonestation:MM'69 vsMM'71

doppler) as a means of calibrating charged particle effects during a mission to provide a capability that may be
on the radio signal, required later.

Once a technique has been selected fox; implementation The transfer of a TSAC capability to operations and its
as an operational support package, a prototype software successful use during a mission is the culmination of the
element is developed and tested in an operational environ- development effort. Capabilities so transferred become a

ment during a mission. If the operational demonstration fixed part of the TSAC operational capability repertoire
is successful, the element is eligible for conversion to and are available for commitment to mission support.
operational status after it has been integrated with the
operational TSAC system and the necessary training and

documentation have been provided. A capability that III. MM'71 TSAC System
has been demonstrated operationally but not committed

for mission support is placed on "engineering sustenance" The prime objective of the MM'71 TSAC system design
status; i.e., it may be unofficially maintained and operated was to provide to MM'71 flight operations a set of cali-

8 JPL TECHNICALREPORT32-1587



Table3. MM'71 calibrationtechniquesandexpectedaccuracy

Calibration technique Source Form of calibrations Accuracy Type of commitment

DSS location Postflight analysis Station locations DSS 12, 14: Best efforts

_rrs= 0.6 m, _x = 2.0m

Timing (UT1 ) BIH Interpolation tables 4 ms Best efforts

Polar motion BIH Interpolation tables _ = 0.7 m, _y = 0.7 m Best efforts

DRVID DSS 14 Polynomials _p/pass = 1.0 m Operational
demonstration

Surface weather Near all DSS Polynomials _p/0ass = 0.5 m Best efforts

Faraday rotation DSS 18, stanford Polynomials _p/p_._._= 2 m Best efforts
• data Armindale

brations for the station platform and the transmission from two of its stations (DSS 12 and DSS 14), whereas

media that was consistent with the mission targeting the time and polar motion information was provided by
objectives. The calibration techniques to be provided, the Bureau International de l'Heure (BIH) in Paris,
their source, presentation format, accuracy, and level of France. DRVID from DSS 14 was provided using the
commitment are listed in Table 3. Tau ranging system, and that from DSS 12 was provided

using the Mu ranging system. Table 4 lists the complete

The design of the TSAC processing system to produce set of inputs to the MM'71 TSAC system and tabulates
the required calibrations for transmission media effects their sources and collection rates.

(troposphere, ionosphere, and space plasma) and platform

location inaccuracies (DSS locations, time, polar motion) Information regarding the location of the Deep Space
inherent in the radio metric data from the MM'71 space- Tracking Stations (DSS) was obtained from an analysis of
craft is shown in Fig. 3. The function of this system is to prior missions and from surveys tying together all of the

collect and process measurements of the phenomena stations in each complex. Since there are no specific hard-
affecting the information content of the tracking data and ware or software elements that can be identified with

to produce a suitable set of calibrations for use in the this calibration procedure, it is not represented in the
orbit determination process, system diagram (Fig. 3).

The central elements of the TSAC processing system for The seasonal troposphere models prepared prior to
MM'71 were two computer programs operated in the launch were empirical models of the signal delay due to
Univac 1108 computer prior to the orbit determination the wet and dry components of the troposphere as mea-
process. One of these programs was the Transmission sured at the zenith. The troposphere components were
Media Calibration Program (MEDIA), which was re- obtained from past measurements of pressure, tempera-
sponsible for the processing of troposphere and charged ture, and relative humidity at DSS sites and/or nearby
particle measurements and the production of a set of facilities that could provide these data. Radiosonde meao
polynomials from which the doppler observable could be surements were used to model the mapping of the correc-

calibrated by the Orbit Determination Program (ODP). tions to the elevation angle of the MM'71 spacecraft.
The other TSAC program was the Platform Observable

Calibration Program (PLATO); its function was to process Measurements for the time (UT1) and polar motion
time and pole information so as to produce a set of tables corrections were obtained from the BIH in Paris, France,
to compensate for the lack of uniformity in Universal and consist of a reduction of observations taken at ob-

Time (UT1) and to correct for the motion of the pole servatories around the world. The BIH reports were

about the spin axis. received on a weekly basis during cruise and on a daily
basis at critical events (for example, prior to orbit

The data processed by the system originated at various insertion).
sources; some within the DSN and some external to it.

The Differenced - Range- Versus - Integrated- Doppler Charged particle measurements were obtained using
(DRVID) data, for example, were provided by the DSIF the DRVID technique (Ref. 3) and the Faraday rotation

JPL TECHNICALREPORT32-1587 9



Table 4. MM'71 TSAC system inputs

Calibration application Input data type Input data units Origin/source Reception/collection rate

DSS locations Distance from spin axis Meters Postflight analysis of prior Prior to launch and as
Longitude Degrees missions required
Z component Meters

UT1 A.1--UT1 Milliseconds BIH Weekly (cruise )
Daily ( MOI )

Polar motion AZ coordinate Meters BIH Weekly (cruise)
AY coordinate Meters Daily ( MOI )

Troposphere Altitude Feet Seasonal model using sur- Prior to launch
Pressure Millibars Iace measurements from

• Temperature °C DSS sites; elevation map-
Relative humidity % ping models using radio-

sonde data from nearby
sites

Ionosphere charged Electron content Electrons/m 2 Faraday polarimeters Sampled daily; sent in
particles DSS 18, Stanford, 1-week batches

Armindale

Ionosphere and space Round-trip path change Meters DRVID using Tau ranging Sampled at 2-rain rate
plasma charged particles due to electron content at DSS 14 during range and doppler

tracking

Round-trip path change Meters DRVID using Mu ranging Sampled at 1- and 2-rain
due to electron content at DSS 12 rate during range and

doppler tracking

DS IF PDP-7 COMPUTER UNIVAC 1108 EXTERNAL SOURCE

I PAPER TAPE _ J EDITING AND BIH TIME_

I

r-_ MU DRVlD TO MAGNETIC POLAR MOTIONTAPE -_ i t-..._ FORMATTING
CONVERSION J PROCESS DATA

I I
DSS 12 I :

GCF SFOF I

i J- _ _ "I, IBM 36O/75 I UNIVAC 1108 "

I MEDIA I PLATO
I _ COMPUTE CALIBRATION COMPUTE

r_ j TRANSMISSION POLYNOMIALSJ I I PLATFORM

' MEDIA AND TABLES J._J J CALIBRATIONSJ TRACKING ............. CALIBRATIONS

i DSS 14 j SYSTEMSOFTWARE

I TAUDRv,D

I ODE ................ __ DPOD__._._P
.............. r ............... t ................... "-'"T '_" EDIT J IORBIT

|DETERMINATION

L..._.___ RANGEl I TRACKING I PROCESS-- DOPPLERl I DATA
I I n

I.... ] • ,
DSS 13 PDP-7 COMPUTER UNIVAC 1108 UNIVAC 1108

T_ PAPERTAPE t "_/ it, :
F .AP,_ADA.Y. RO.TAT! ON. DA. TO MAGNETIC --I .a. PREPROCESS • - COMPUTE " CALIBRATION

TAPE IONOSPHERE IONOSPHERE POLYNOMIAL

CONVERSION \ DATA CALIBRATIONS S J.._J

Fig. 3. Processing system and data flow, MM'71 TSAC support
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technique (Ref. 1). The DRVID data provided an accurate provided to flight operations in the form of IBM cards
measure of the rate of change of electrons in the signal for their use in calibrating the doppler observables over
ray path; this includes ionospheric particles as well as corresponding passes of data.

those associated with plasma effluents from the sun.

Faraday rotation data, which measures the electrons in The DRVID calibrations produced from the data re-
the ionosphere, were available from DSS 13, Stanford ceived from DSS 12 were treated by MEDIA in a similar
University, and Armidale, Australia, _ utilizing the manner, the important difference being in their mode of

linearly polarized signal from the ATS-3andINTELSAT 1 presentation to MEDIA. The data from DSS 12 were
satellites. This type of data was very useful in filling gaps transmitted to the SFOF as nonstandard messages over a

in the DRVID coverage, teletype line where it can be retrieved only in paper tape

format. This paper tape was first converted to another
The in-flight operational sequence for the charged format and edited to remove gross errors in the trans-

particle calibrations began with the reception of range mission. Only then was the DRVID data from DSS 12
'and doppler information from DSS 14, DRVID informa- ready for input to MEDIA.
tion from DSS 12, and Faraday rotation data from DSS 13.

The DSS 14 data represented observations taken once per Reduced UT1 and polar motion data were received

minute during passes averaging about 6 hours and trans- from the BIH as a printed teletype message. This message
mitted from DSS 14 to the SFOF in standard tracking was then keypunched into a specified format and "sub-
data format via teletype lines. The received data were mitted to the PLATO programs for processing. A set of
processed by the 8FOF tracking system software in the interpolation tables incorporating the time and pole cor-
IBM 360/75, and a magnetic tape file called the tracking rections was prepared in the form of cards and presented
data file was prepared for input to the Orbit Data Editor to the flight operations team for input to the Orbit

(ODE) and thence to the Double Precision Orbit De- Determination Program.
termination Program (DPODP) in the Univac 1108.
(MEDIA makes use of this file to compute a DRVID

Faraday rotation data were received in batches of a
point for every concurrent range and doppler point.) week's collection of data on paper tapes. These were
These DRVID points were smoothed to produce a poly- converted to magnetic tapes, edited, and preprocessed,
nomial for each tracking pass; the polynomials were then and calibrations were computed using the program

HYPERION. The time lag inherent in this process

:_Thesedata were fftade available by Professor Hubbard of the Uni- (typically 4 to 8 days) precluded its use in near-real-timeversity of New England, Armidale, Australia, under a contract to
the Deep Space Network. situations.
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Station Locations
No A. Mottinger and J. W. Zielenbach

!. Introduction During the period from January i to October 20, 1971,
three different station location sets were recommended

The process of providing station location estimates for use by the MM'71 project. Each was an improvement
for use by the orbit determination team extends beyond over its predecessor, representing more a change in soft-
the responsibility of providing an acceptable set of loca- ware and physical models than the amount of radio track-
tions at launch° This extended responsibility is required ing used for the solutions. The project needed versions of
because some significant model parameters such as the these sets with and without charged particle calibrations,
final planetary ephemeris produced to support the en- for reasons discussed below. Table 1 summarizes the dif-

counter phase of a mission may not be available until ferent sets provided and also indicates which orbit
several months after launch. As a result several station determination program, ephemeris, source of Universal

location sets may be required during the course of a Time (UT1), polar motion, troposphere model, or iono-
mission. Section II of this article provides a history of the sphere calibration was used.
station location sets provided to MM'71 and Section III

indicates the complexity of the analysis that preceded A. Stepwise Progression of Solutions
the determination of the final Location Set (LS).

The final set, LS 35, was the latest step in an evolu-

tionary sequence that involved a series of intermediate

II. Station Locations Supplied for Launch station location solutions. New software was introduced

and Cruise Phases of Mariner9 several months before the Mariner 9 launch and, as the
mission progressed, additional improvements became

This section discusses the different station location sets available that prompted new solutions. Changes in the

provided for MM'71 navigation support. It briefly de- models, including planetary ephemerides, parameters like
scribes each set, gives the basis for its construction, and UT1 and polar motion, which affect the orientation of the
compares it with the final set, LS 35. earth, and calibrations for neutral and charged particles
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Table1. Stationlocationsummary

Mariner
Location set Date delivered Program Ephemeris UT1 Polar motion Troposphere Ionosphere missions

calibration used

LS 26 July 21, 1969 DPODP 5.1 DE 69 Richmond BIH Cain 2,_ Yes 4, 5

LS 27 July 21, 1969 DPODP 5.1 DE 69 Richmond BIH Cain 2" No 4, 5

LS 28 Dec. 29, 1970 DPODP 5.1 DE 69 Richmond BIH Cain 2a Yes 4, 5

LS 32b Oct. 12, 1971 SATODPC 1.0 DE 78 BIH BIH Chao No 4, 5, 6

LS 83b Oct. 12, 1971 SATODPC 1.0 DE 78 BIH BIH Chao Yes 4, 5, 6

LS 85e Oct. 20, 1971 SATODPC 1.0 DE 78 BIH BIH Chao Yes 4, 5, 6

• LS 36 Oct. 20, 1971 SATODPC 1.0 DE 78 BIH BIH Chao No 6

aDPODP 5.1 used Cain 1, but the combined solution was augmented to represent the Cain 2 model.
I_Mariners4 and 5 longitudes were averaged, but the combination program of Ref. 2 was not used.
_'Mariner4 absolute longitude was off-weighted.

in the troposphere and ionosphere also required making tion of Mariners 4 and 5 data using the Double Precision

new station location solutions. Orbit Determination Program (DPODP) and ionosphere
calibrations applied by program MODIFY. The iono-

In such an environment, it is important to be able to sphere corrections were improved over those used for
trace one's steps from one solution to another. First it is MM'69 in two regards: the doppler corrections were corn-

necessary to determine if the new software gives the same puted using an exact "four-leg" differenced range doppler
station location estimates as the previous software did algorithm instead of some earlier approximations, and
when the same models are used. Although this does not actual measurements were used in places where they were
guarantee correctness, it ensures that estimated station previously missing and had been estimated from other
locations are software-independent, as indeed they must available sources. A program described in Ref. 2 com-
be. After this step, parameters are changed in the model, bined the solutions using their associated normal matrices,
one at a time. For example, changing the ephemeris and exactly as was done for LS 25 (Ref. 3). Since the DPODP

holding all other model parameters fixed should produce used an old (Cain 1, Ref. 4, p. 69) troposphere model, the
a calculable effect on station locations. These checks have increments derived in July 1969 by V. J. Ondrasik and
shown that to 3.6 × 10-'_arc seconds (0.13 m) and better appearing in Table 11, p. 27 of Ref. 4, were used to create
the station location changes agree with the shifts of target the spin-axis solutions of LS 28. Note that LS 28 contained

bodies. Next, one might change another parameter like charged particle calibrations.
UT1. Such careful checking could not be done to all data

packages in the time available, but it was done very
thoroughly on Mariner 4 so that confidence was estab- C. Locations Used for Launch
lished in the new software and model parameters. The
end result of this was a set of solutions from individual Although it was planned to launch the mission with a

set produced by the Satellite Orbit Determination Pro-
missions that were determined using: (1) the same pro-
gram, (2) the same planetary ephemeris, Development gram (SATODP), the May 1 delivery date could not be
Ephemeris (DE) 78 for this mission, and (3) the same met due to extra time required to check the new program

and its models with the previous program. The Projectsources for UT1, polar motion, and troposphere models as desired a set of locations that could be used when no
the navigation team was using to process the Mariner 9
tracking data. charged particle calibrations were available, and since

no such set was available corresponding to LS 28, it used

B. LS 28 LS 27 from the LS 26-27 pair. These were solutions with
and without ionosphere calibrations, derived by adding

This was the first set derived for the MM'71 project. Ondrasik's increments to LS 25 and 24 respectively (the
Delivered January 1, 1971 (Ref. 1), it was based on reduc- derivation of LS 24-25 is discussed on pp. 19-32 of Ref. 4).
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Even though all these sets were based upon DE 69 and calibrated location solutions to produce LS 32 and then
UT1 from the Richmond, Florida, substation of the on the calibrated ones to obtain LS 33.

United States Naval Observatory (USNO), they were

deemed adequate for supporting the early phases of the Eo LS 35
MM'71 missions.

The technique of averaging the Mariners 4 and 5 longi-

tudes was not completely adequate because the mean
D. LS 32-33 longitude thus obtained was still in disagreement with

After resolution of the differences between old and new the remaining values by more than 3 m. A better means

software and models, reduction began in earnest for the was needed to resolve the problem, and many different
final location set to support the encounter and orbiting avenues were investigated.
phases of the mission. Until DE 78 became available on

• September 30, analysis was performed using its predeces- If the Mariners 4 and 6 longitude solutions had agreed
sor, DE 77. DE 78 was to be the final ephemeris for the and Mariner 5 were 16 m different, one could blame the

remainder of the cruise and approach phases of this difference on a mean anomaly error for either the Martian
mission, and although a new ephemeris was eventually or Venusian ephemerides, or both. However, Mariners 5

provided, it did not cause a noticeable change in station and 6 agreed and Mariner 4 was standing off. This is
locations. Mariners 4, 5, and 6 data were reduced using very difficult to attribute to an ephemeris error because
DE 78, Bureau International de l'Heure (BIH) UT1 and the relative positions of Mars would have to be inconsis-
polar motion, and the new Chao (Refs. 5 and 6) tropo- tent by 1/2 arc second between 1965 and 1969. This is

sphere model. The results of this analysis are presented unlikely since the relative positions of Mars are some of
with more detail in Section III of this article; it will the best determined.quantities in the planetary ephemeris.
suffice to say here that after the ionosphere calibrations
were applied, the spin-axis and relative longitude solu-
tions were the most consistent ever obtained. However, Extensive studies were performed using cruise and
the absolute longitudes differed by 16 m between encounter data from the Mariners 5 and 6 missions to

observe the general behavior of station location estimatesMariner 4 and the other Mariner missions.
as the data arc increased through cruise and into en-

counter. Such missions offered the advantage of having
LS 32 and LS 33 were produced on October 12 to pro- the encounter data to give a final longitude estimate. It

vide the project some estimate of the station locations was hoped that the in-flight Mariner 9 station location
based upon DE 78, BIH time and pole, and the latest estimates might follow the pattern set by Mariner 6,

troposphere model, until a decision could be made for another Mars mission in which solutions obtained during
handling the Mariner 4 longitudes. The former was cruise were west of the ones using encounter data. The

derived without ionosphere calibrations, the latter with Mariner 9 solutions were in fact running about 6 m west

them. It should be noted that these were the first sets of the existing Mariners 5 and 6 encounter longitudes, so
developed using data from Mariner 6. Other pertinent on the assumption that the Mariner 6 experience would
facts about them are recorded in Table 1. repeat, the Mariner 4 longitudes were labeled extraneous

and were not used in the combination of estimates. Since

Due to preoccupation with the Mariner 4 problem, a relative longitudes and spin axes were not questionable,
very simple technique was used to combine the solutions they were used as described in Section III of this article
for LS 32 and LS 33. The Mariners 4 and 5 encounter to form LS 35. This was delivered on October 20, 1971.

estimates for the longitude of DSS 12 were averaged.
Then, by using all three Mariner missions, average rela- LS 35 was the combined estimate based on individual

tire longitudes were computed for the remaining stations solutions whose data were calibrated for ionosphere
and added to the DSS 12 longitude to obtain their abso- effects. This set of solutions was used just prior to en-
lute longitudes. Spin-axis solutions came from averaging counter. The project still desired a solution that could be
the solutions available at each site. At the Goldstone and used when no calibrations were available, as would be the

Madrid complexes, the adjacent station solutions were case in real-time encounter support. The best way to
constrained to be consistent with the relative coordinates obtain such an estimate is not to combine all the uncali-
of the stations as determined from geodetic surveying, brated solutions, but rather to assess the amount of

This technique was used first on the nonionosphere- charged particles present during that season and time of
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day in that hemisphere and apply an equivalent station considerable amounts of data (up to 48%) because of
location increment to the calibrated values. Because such insufficient charged particle data, but in general, the loss
equivalent station location corrections were not available of data did not appear to be detrimental to the solutions.
at the time, the navigation team chose to use the non- The exception was the Mariner 5 encounter, where DSS
ionosphere-calibrated locations from Mariner 6 that had 41 lost all but two passes involving 36 points with 10-min

been generated on DE 78 with BIH time and pole, and count times.
with the latest troposphere model. This set is called LS 36.

B. Timing and Polar Motion
Tabulations of the major sets, LS 27, 32, 33, 35, and 36,

are given in Tables 2 and 3. Table 4 contains the station- For the first time in the station location work, both UT1
by-station differences in each coordinate and the rms and polar motion were derived from BIH data. In LS 25,
value of such differences for all stations between LS 35 BIH pole positions were used, but the USNO Richmond
and the other sets. substation provided the UT1 data. The software that pro-

duces the polynomial coefficients that represent this data
also was improved (Ref. 8).

III. Details in the Development of Location The new timing moved the longitude solutions for
Mariner 4 by 4.7 m, for Mariner 5 by 2.0 m, and for

Set 35 Mariner 6 by 3.7 m, all eastward.
The MM'71 orbit determination program (SATODP C

1.0) was used with DE 78 on the Mariners 4, 5, and 6 data C. Troposphere
to obtain new estimates of station locations for the DSN.

The Hamilton-Melbourne (Ref. 7) expression for the SATODP C1.0 provides for a more generalized tropo-
information content in doppler data indicates that two sphere model, including both wet and dry components of

geometries are especially useful for such work: (1) the the refractivity. The wet and dry zenith range delays may
zero declination case where one estimates distance off the be specified as polynomial functions or time for the

spin axis (r,) and relative longitude, and (2) the encounter various stations, and the "functions for mapping from
phase where one obtains r8 and absolute longitude. En- zen,ith to lower elevations can now be input as tables. The
counter data from each of the three missions provide esti- origin of the values in this new model is discussed in

mates of absolute longitude and rs. Mariner 5 offers two Refs. 5 and 6.
zero-declination passages, one during cruise prior to
encounter and the other after encounter. Although this model is more accurate at lower eleva-

tions than previous models, to be consistent with previous
The SATODP was used to produce two sets of station analysis, no data below 15 deg was used. For the Mariner

locations: those with ionospheric calibrations, and those 4 encounter case, the differences between station loca-
without. Comparison of these sets left no doubt that the tions determined with the Cain 1 model (Ref. 4, p. 69) and
new combined solution should involve the calibrated the Chao model (Refs. 5 and 6) are shown in Table 7.
values. The resulting set, LS 35, was recommended for
project use, and represents the new JPL "best" station

D. Ionospherelocations. This section documents the formation of LS 35.

It indicates all the pertinent input data and presents the The procedures for modeling the ionospheric effects
solutions with and without calibrations, also underwent change for MM'71. In the past, the pro-

grams (Ref. 4) that produced calibration polynomials

A. Data Used would extrapolate outside the regions where charged
particle measurements were available. Now no extrapola-

The data packages are basically the same as those used tion is done and specially generated control inputs

for the previous solution set, LS 25 (Ref. 3). Tables 5 and ("delete cards") ensure that no uncalibrated data enters
6 present pertinent information for each package analyzed, the solutions. In addition, the SATODP itself computes
including the number of points in the solutions made with the doppler effect from the range delay, which allows for
and without ionosphere calibrations. The useful Mariner 6 greater accuracy, since the count time, light time, and
data stopped at E - 45 min due to degradation by a gas- ray path are usually known better there than in the pro-

venting cooling operation. Some of the other packages lost gram that generates the calibrations.
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Table 2. Station locations

Location

set DSS R, km a 4, deg b ,X, deg e rs, km a z, km e x, km e y, km o

27 11 6372.0088 85.208047 243,150687 5206.8886 3678.763 -2851.4240 -4645.0799

12 6371.9991 35.118670 248.194568 5212.0502 8665.628 -2850.4874 -4651.9798

14 6871.9920 85.244857 248.110523 5208.9957 8677.052 -2853.6159 -4641.8429

41 6372.5568 -31.211481 136.887540 5450.1992 -8802.248 -8978.7199 3724.8485

42 6371.7104 -35.219658 148.981804 5205.8502 -3674.646 -4460.9809 2682.4098

51 6375.5254 -25.739297 27.685441 5742.9418 -2768.744 5085.4422 2668.2687

61 6870.0240 40.288920 355.751018 4862.6050 4114.885 4849.2401 -860.2742

62 6369.9648 40.263212 855.632211 4860.8148 4116.908 4846.6977 -870.1928

82 11 6372.0088 85.208046 248.150663 5206.3886 3678.768 --2851.4219 --4645.0810

12 6871.9982 35.118669 248.194595 5212.0503 3665.628 --2850.4353 --4651.9805

14 6871.9920 35.244357 248.110549 5208.9956 3677.052 --2853.6188 --4641.8489

41 6872.5577 --81.211416 186.887578 5450.2002 -3802.248 --8978.7231 3724.8416

42 6871.7107 --35.219656 148.981825 5205.8506 --3674.646 --4460.9822 2682.4080

51 6875.5244 25.789801 27.685468 574209407 --2768.744 5085.4400 2668.2705

61 6370.0249 40.288914 355.751057 4862.6061 4114.885 4849.2415 --860.2709

62 6869.9657 40.268206 855.682250 4860.8159 4116.908 4846.6990 --870.1891

33 11 6872.0105 85.208086 243.150653 5206.3407 8678.768 --2851.4236 --4645.0824

12 6871.9948 85.118659 243.194585 5212.0523 8665.628 -2850.4370 --4651.9819

14 6371.9986 35,244846 248.110589 5208.9977 8677.052 -2358.6155 -4641.8458

41 6872.5608 -81.211399 186.887572 5450.2089 --8802.248 -8978.7254 3724.8445

42 6371.7109 --85.219656 148.981317 5205.3508 --8674.646 -4460.9820 2682.4087

51 6875.5251 --25.789298 27.685451 5742.9415 -2768.744 5085.4415 2668.2694
61 6370.0259 40.288905 855.751038 4862.6075 4114.885 4849.2428 --360.2727

62 6869.9668 40.268197 355.682281 4860.8173 4116.908 4846.7003 --870.1908

35 Ii 6372.0106 85.208085 243.150578 5206.3408 3673.763 --2851.4298 --4645.0794

12 6371.9949 35.118658 248.194509 5212.0524 8665.628 --2850.4432 -4651.9788

14 6871.9987 85.244346 248.110463 5208.9977 3677.052 2858.6216 --4641.8422

41 6872.5595 -31.211406 186.887488 5450.2029 -3802.243 -8978.7188 8724.8492

42 6871.7112 -35.219654 1480981250 5205.3511 --8674.646 --4460.9792 2682.4140

51 6875.5258 -25.789297 27.685892 5742.9417 --2768.744 5085.4445 2668.2642

61 6370.0264 40.288902 355.750962 4862.6081 4114.885 4849.2429 -360.2791

62 6369.9672 40.268194 355.682155 4860.8179 4116.908 4846.7004 --870.1972

86 11 6372.0073 35.208056 243.150588 5206.3868 3673.763 -2351.4271 --4645.0762

12 6371.9916 35.118679 243.194520 5212.0484 3665.628 -2350.4405 --4651.9757

14 6371.9899 85.244370 243.110480 5203.9931 3677.052 -2353.6182 --4641.8888

41 6872.5583 --31.211413 186.887477 5450.2009 -3302.243 --3978.7171 3724.8490

42 6371.7100 --85.219661 148.981289 5205.3497 --3674.646 -4460.9775 2682.4142

51 6875.5237 -25.739304 27.685396 5742.9399 -2768.744 5085.4427 2668.2638

61 6370.0241 40.288919 355.750978 4862.6051 4114.885 4849.2400 --360.2775

62 6869.9649 40.268212 355.632171 4860.8149 4116.908 4846.6975 -370.1957

aGeocentric radius.

"Geocentric latitude.

_Geocentric longitude.

'lDistance from the spin axis.

_Geocentnc Cartesian coordinates with x directed to the prime meridian in the equatorial plane, z perpendicular to that plane, and
y completing the right-handed system.
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Table 3. Relative station locations

_X, deg _%, km _X, deg ar e, km _h, deg _rs, km _h, deg _r s, km
DSS - DSS

LS 27 LS 82 LS 88 LS 85

12 41 106.807028 -288.1490 106.807017 -238.1499 106.907018 -288.1516 106.807021 -288.1499

42 94.218264 6.7000 94.218270 6.6997 94.218268 6.7016 94.218259 6.7018

51 215.509127 -580.8916 215.509127 -580.8904 215.509188 -580.8891 215.509118 -580.8898

61 -112.556450 849.4452 -112.556462 849.4442 -112.556458 849.4448 -112.556458 849.4442

41 42 - 12.098764 244.8490 - 12.098747 244.8496 -12.098745 244.8581 - 12.098762 244.8512

51 109.202099 -292.7426 109.202111 -292.7405 109.202120 -292.7876 109.202097 -292.7894

61 -218.863478 587.5942 -218.868479 587.5941 -218.868466 587.5964 -218.863474 587.5942

'42 51 121.295863 -587.5916 121.295857 -587.5901 121.295865 -587.5907 121.295858 -537.5906

61 -206.769714 842.7452 -206.769788 842.7445 -206.769721 842.7482 -206.769718 842.7480

51 61 -328.065577 880.3868 -828.065590 880.8846 -828.06558 880.8889 -828.065571 880.8836

Geodetic survey relativeloeations

DSS - DSS Ak, deg Ars, km Az, km

12 11 0.048981 5.7117 -8.1858

12 14 0.084046 8.0547 -11.42864

11 14 0.040114 2.3430 -3.288

61 62 0.118807 1.7902 -2.0232

Table 4. Station location comparisonsa

LS 27 - LS 85 LS 82 - LS 85 LS 88 - LS 85
DSS

/xrs AX ,',Sk /xrs AX _,Sk ,',re AX t_Sk

11, 12, 14b --2.2 5.9 -- --2.1 8.6 -- --0.1 7.6 --
41 --8.1 5.2 0.7 --2.1 9,0 --0.4 1.6 8.8 --0,8

42 --0.9 5.4 0.5 0.5 7.5 1.1 --0.8 6.7 0.9

51 0.1 4.9 0.9 -- 1.0 7.6 0.9 --0.2 6.0 1.6

61, 62_ --8.1 5.6 0.8 --2.0 9.5 1.0 --0.6 7.5 --0.2

rmse 2.2 5.4 0.7 1.7 8.5 0.9 0.8 7.8 1.0

LS 86 - LS 85
DSS

&rs Ah ASh

11 -4.0 1.1 --

12 -4.0 1.1 --

14 -4.6 1.7 --

41 - 1,4 - 1.1 2.2

42 --1.4 -1.1 2.2 aArs is given in meters, _, and zXSkare given in units of 10-5 degrees _'_
51 -1.8 0.4 0.7 1 meter, and zXSXis computed with respect to DSS 12.

61 -8.0 1.6 -0.5 bDSSs 11, 12, 14, 61, and 62 are not compared separately because their
relative locations have been constrained to the same value in all location

62 - 8,0 1.6 - 0,5
sets.

rms c 8.1 1.8 1.5 eThe "root mean sum" of squares of the tabulated values.
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Table5. Summaryof data usedto determinestationlocationsa

No. data Doppler Tracking Effective Sun-earth- Declination,
Flight points count data wt, probespan deg

dopplerb time Hze angle, deg

Mariner 4 415 600 1965 0.05 77 - 8
encounter (361 ) 60 7/ 10-7 i 21

Mariner 5 1217 600 1967 0.05 85-20-85 - 8 to +8
cruise (751 ) 7128--9/16

Mariner 5 947 600 1967 0.05 45 6
encounter (691) 60 10/14--10/25

• 10

Mariner 5 849 600 1967 0.05 43 + 2 to -2
postencounter (479 ) 10/28-11/21

Mariner 6 620 600 1969 0.08 117 - 24
encounter (595 ) 60 7t 26-7 / 81d

aall solutions were obtained from SATODP G 1.0 using DE 78 and LE 16.

bThe first number is without ionosphere correction; the number in parentheses is with ionosphere correction.
:The effective data weight is for a 60-s doppler count-tlme point.
aData stopped at 4h 80mon July 81, 45 rain. before encounter.

The resulting station locations differ in two major re- E. Formation of LS 35

spects from LS 25: LS 35 was derived by combining the ionosphere correc-
tion locations and their associated information matrices

(1) Smaller average spin-axis corrections. In LS 25, exactly as in LS 25. The relative locations at the Goldstone

ionosphere effects caused nearly a 4-m change in and Madrid complexes were constrained to the survey
the Goldstone spin-axis solutions as opposed to the
current value of --_2o75 m. This may be due to the values shown in Table 9. Station z heights (i.e., the dis°

tance off the equatorial plane) are identical with those
no-extrapolation policy used in preparing the co- in LS 25, which came from Ref. 9. A complete listing of
effieientso LS 35 appears in Table 11.

(2) Larger longitude corrections for Mariners 4 and 5.

In LS 25, the ionosphere changed longitude esti- The solutions were combined using a program written
mates for Mariner 4 by 2.0 m and for Mariner 5 by by Mottinger. The program uses the techniques applied
-0.7 m at Goldstone. In LS 35, the change was in the combined Ranger Block III physical constant and
3.3 m for Mariner 4 and -5.5 m for Mariner 5. station location estimates (Ref. 2). These techniques were
These ionospheric corrections played a significant modified to deweight longitude information by introo

role in increasing the spread between the Mariners ducing a constant uncertainty into the diagonal longitude
4 and 5 longitudes, but they also decreased the dif- terms in the covariance matrix_
ferences between Mariners 5 and 6 so that they

agree to within 1.80 m. Values of the estimated
station locations with and without the ionosphere Figures 3 through 7 show the spin-axis estimates used
calibrations appear in Tables 8 and 9, and the in LS 35, Figs. 8 through 12 show the absolute longitudes,

differences are presented graphically in Figs. 1, 2, and Figs. 13 through 16 show the relative longitudes.
and 8. The relative longitudes appear in Table 10. When examining Figs. 8 through 12, recall that one does
The longitude corrections vary significantly from not expect to obtain absolute longitude information other
mission to mission, whereas the spin-axis changes than from encounter cases, where there is a strong right
are somewhat systematic, ascension tie to the planet.
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TaMe 6. night data summary SATODP Iockfile input for timing and polar motion

Calendar

Mission Parmnete_ Source epoch Seconds past Oh,
( YYMMDD ) Jan. 1, 1950 Value_"e Sl°pee'd

Mariner 4 encounter A.I--UTC BIH 650701 489024000.0 4.009248 150.E-10
A.1 - UT1 650701 489024000.0 8.996946 202.7176E-10

BIH 650801 491702400.0 4.046700 173.1515E- 10
Pole X _ 650701 489024000.0 -0.042 0.38559E-7

le Y 650701 489024000.0 0.4665 0.25172E-8
X 651001 496972800.0 0.20488 0.91823E-8

P Y H 651001 496972800.0 0.28509 --0.34345E-7

• Mariner 5 eruise and A. 1-- LrTC USNO 660101 504921600.0 4.347712 800.E-10
postencounter A.I-- UTI 670701 552096000.0 5.714719 171.0324E-10

670801 554774400.0 5.769218 215.5983E-10
670901 557452800.0 5.8812 255.5094E-10
671001 560044800.0 5.9018 285.9659E-10
671101 562723200.0 5.982073 334.0150E-10
671201 565315200.0 6.068862 273.8624E-10

Pole X BIH 670701 552096000.0 --0.01614 0.38867E-.8

t i 670701 552096000.0 0.21655 0.19198E -8

671001 560044800.0 --0.008 --0.29045E-8
671001 560044800.0 0.204 0.24944E-8
680101 567993600.0 --0.00044 0,13657E-7

Pole Y BIH 680101 567993600.0 0.27147 0.88316E-8

Mariner 5 eaoomater A.1--UTC BIH 660101 504921600.0 4.347712 300.E-10
A.1--LrT1 671001 560044800.0 5.900406 285.9659E-10

671101 562723200.0 5.981260 334.0150E-10
]Pole X BIH 671001 560044800.0 --0.008 --0.29045E-8

I Y I 671001 560044800.0 0.206 0.24944E-8X 680101 567993600.0 --0.00044 0.13657E-7
Pole Y BIH 671001 567993600.0 0.27147 0.88816E-8

Mariner 6 encc_at_ A.1--UTC BIH 681005 592012800.0 6.860448 300.E-10
A.1--UT1 690705 615600000.0 7.565476 236.7619E-10

690805 618278400.0 7.625141 225.9890E-10
Pole x BIH 690705 615600000.0 0.11908 0.74605E-8

! 691005 623548800.0 0.07098 --0.20425E-7
Y BIH 691005 628548800.0 0.09840

aX and Y are _ coo_lina_es ,_ff[he pole; +X along Greenwich meridian, +Y along 90* west meridian.

bUTC and UTI values arena _vconds; po_e position value is in arcseconds,

°Values e_terecl ave _vf_xieients _r H_ polynomials.

dUTC and UTI $1_es m_ amltle_; l_otar mu_ion is in arc-seconds per second.

Table 7. Effects of different troposphere models on Mariner 4

Tr_posphea'e
model AXll Arslt A_.42 ArM42 Ah51 At, 51

a3ombinatlon a (m) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m)

1 -- C_ao 0.0 19. 0.1 --0.2 0.1 0.4

alS-xteg minimum elevation angle constraint.
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Table 8. Absolute station locations with ionosphere calibrations

Distance from

Distance off Geocentric equator plane z, Run identificationa.e
DSS Data source spin axis rs, krn_ longitude h, deg b km c

• 12 5212.0xx x 243.194xx x 8673.763

Mariner 4 encounter 52.4 67.2 M IV-78--20 ( DSS 11 )
Mariner 5 cruise 52.2 55.9 M V C 19 (DSS 14 )
Mariner 5 encounter 52.4 50.8 M V E 8-7

52.5 50.6 M V E 8--7 (DSS 14)
Mariner 5 postencounter 52.2 60.5 M V P-19

49.2 59.2 M V P-19 (DSS 14)
Mariner 6 encounter 47.6 52.3 M VI-78--21-A

51.6 52.1 M VI-78---21-A (DSS 14)
LS 35 52.4 50.9 3673.763

41 5450.20x x 136.887xx x -3302.243
Mariner 5 encounter 6.3 49.9 _ M V E 8-7

Mariner 5 postencounter 1.4 58.5 ] M V P 19Mariner 6 encounter 1.9 48.0 M V1-78--21A
LS 35 2.3 8.8 -3302.243

42 5205.35x x 148.981xx x -3674.646

Mariner 4 encounter 1.0 39.0 _ M IV-78-20

Mariner 5 cruise 0.9 30.2 _. M V C-19LS 35 1.1 25.0 -367 646

51 5742.94x x 27.685xx x -2768.744

Mariner 4 encounter 2.1 52.1 _ M IV-78-20

Mariner 6 encounter 0.9 39.6 1 M VI-78-21A
LS 35 1.7 39.2 -2768.744

61 4862.60x x 355.75xxx x 4114.885
Mariner 5 cruise 8.5 100.3 M V C-19

8.6 099.2 M V C--19 (DSS 62 )
Mariner 5 encounter 7.2 096.4 M V E 8---7 (DSS 62 )
Mariner 5 postencounter 7.1 106.4 M V P-19 (DSS 62)
Mariner 6 encounter 8.4 097.3 M VI-78--21A
LS 35 8.1 096.2 4114.885

aThe minor part is tabulated in meters.

bThe minor part may be assumed to be tabulated in meters since the equivalent of 10 -5 deg at DSSs 11, 12, and 14 is 0.91 m, at
DSSs 61 and 62 is 0.85 m, at DSS 51 is 1.00 m, at DSS 41 is 0.95 m, and at DSS 42 is 0.91 m.

cNot estimated; included for completeness.

dBelative locations used at Goldstone and Madrid are given in Table 3.

eThe result was transferred from the station in parentheses using survey deltas.
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Table 9. Absolute station location solutions without ionosphere calibrationa

Distance from

• DSS Data source Distance off Geocentric equator plane z, Run identification d,e
spin axis rs, kma longitude _, deg b kmc

12 5212.0xx x 243.194xx x 8878.763

Mariner 4 encounter 5106 64.5 M IV 78-19 (DSS 11 )
Mariner 5 cruise 51.0 56.7 M V C-18 (DSS 11 )
Mariner 5 cruise 50.0 57.4 M V C-18 (DSS 14 )
Mariner 5 encounter 49.9 55°7 M V E 8-5

47.2 56.1 M V E 8-5 (DSS 14)
Mariner 5 postencounter 51.7 61.3 M V P 18

49.6 6_.0 M V P 18 (DSS 14)
Mariner 6 encounter 48.3 51.9 M VI-8-20A

47.7 52.5 3673.768 M VI-8-20A (DSS 14)
41 5450.xxx x 136.887xx x -3302.243

Mariner 5 cruise 199.9 60.8 t M V C 18
Mariner 5 encounter 200.5 52.9 _ M V E 8-5
Mariner 6 encounter 200.9 47.6 -3302.243 M VI-8-20A

42 5205.35x x 148.981xx x -3674.646
Mariner 4 encounter 0.3 36.3 -3674.646 M IV 78-19

" Mariner 5 cruise 1.2 31.2 -3674.646 M V C 18

51 5742.9xx x 27.685xx x -2768.744
Mariner 4 encounter 41.8 51.0 -2768.744 M IV 78--19
Mariner 6 encounter 89.9 89.5 -2768.744 M VI--8-20A

61 4862.60x x 855.75xxx x 4114.885
Mariner 5 cruise 6.0 102.6 t M V C 18

Mariner 5 cruise 6.6 102.2 [ M V C 18 ( DSS 62 )
Mariner 5 encounter 5.0 101.9 M V E 8--5 ( DSS 62 )
Mariner 5 postencounter 7.0 108.7 M V P-18 ( DSS 62 )
Mariner 6 encounter 5.1 097.7 4114.885 M VI-8-20A (DSS 62)

a.b,c,d,eSee footnotes a, b, c, d, and e, respectively, Table 8.
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Table 10. Relative longitude solutions

Goldstone DSS 12 minusa

Data source DSS 41 DSS 42 DSS 51 DSS 61
run identification

Without ionosphere calibration

106.3070x. x 94.2132x .x 215.509 lx. x - 112.5564x. x
M IV 78-19 8.2 8.6
M V Cruise--18 5.5 6.0
M V Encounter 8-5 2.9 6.3b
M V P-18 0.6 7.5 b
M VI-8--20A 4.2 2.4 5.8

With ionosphere calibration

106.3070x.x 94.2132x.x 215.5091x.x - 112.5564x.x
M IV-78--20 8.2 5.2
M V C-19 5.6 4.6 b
M VE 8-7 0.9 5.6_
M V P-19 2.0 6.0b
M VI-78--21 4.3 1.3 5.2_
LS35 2.1 5.9 1,8 5.8

aSee footnote b, Table 8.

bSurvey deltas were used to transfer solution from another station at this complex.

Table 11. Location Set 35 using DE 78, BIH UT1, and pole;ionosphere corrections

DSS R, kma _, deg b X, deg c rs, kmd z, km e x, kme y, km e

11 6872.0106 85.208085 248.150578 5206.3408 3678.768 -2351.4298 -4645.0794

12 6371.9949 85.118658 243.194509 5212.0524 8665.628 -2850.4432 -4651.9788

14 6871.9937 35.244346 243.110463 5203.9977 3677.052 -2353.6216 -4641.3422

41 6372.5595 -31.211406 136.887488 5450.2028 -8802.248 -3978.7188 3724.8492

42 6371.7112 -85.219654 148.981250 5205.8511 -3674.646 -4460.9792 2682.4140

51 6375.5253 -25.739297 27.685392 5742.9417 -2768.744 5085.4445 2668.2642

61 6370.0264 40.238902 855.750962 4862.6081 4114,885 4849.2429 -360.2790

62 6369.9672 40.263194 355.682155 4860.8179 4116,908 4846.7004 -370.1972

_,b,c.d,eSeefootnotes a, b,c, d, and e, respectively, Table 2.
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F. Discussion of Results from seeing similar charged particle effects. For these

Solutions are shown only for DSSs 12, 41, 42, 51, and reasons, the Mariner 5 post-encounter spin-axis solutions

61. In actuality, there were tracking data solutions for were given special treatment. The aberrant spin axes were
eight DSN stations, but to simplify comparison these have constrained, using survey data, to the spin-axis valueobtained from the Goldstone station whose value was
been referred to one station at each complex by using the

geodetic surveys between the antennas° The run identifi- more consistent with the other missions, and then corn-
cation (ID) indicates such a reference by giving the actual bined. A similar procedure was followed for the Mariner 6

encounter where the DSS 12 spin axis was 3 m different

solved-for station in parentheses, from the equivalent one derived from DSS 14. These
anomalies are under continuing study, and the combina-

From Figs. 3 through 16, one can see that except for the tion procedures used here will be discussed later.
Mariner 5 encounter solution for DSS 41 (which is pre-
sumably a result of the paucity of data mentioned earlier),
the agreement in spin-axis solutions ranges from 0.05 m The Mariner 4 absolute longitudes were 16 m east of
at DSS 42 to 1.75 m at DSS 61. For relative longitudes, the the combined estimate based on Mariners 5 and 6 en-
agreement is under 3.5 m. If one ignores Mariner 4 en- counter data. This discrepancy was studied in minute

counter data, the other two absolute longitudes agree to detail because the individual solutions comprising LS 25
within 2.0 m. Formal statistics in the combination itself were not so disparate. By having the SATODP reproduce

range from 1.0 to 2.6 m in r_ and from 3.8 to 4.3 m in the models that produced the Mariner 4 solution used in
longitude. LS 25, it was possible to obtain better than 1-m agreement

with those results, indicating that the difference between

Based upon the scatter, the formal statistics, and the LS 25 and LS 35 was due to the changed models. Table 12
shows the individual model effects. Since the old modelsinitial estimates obtained from Mariner 9, the true uncer-

tainty is believed to range from 1.5 to 2 m in r._ and 3 to were known to be less accurate than the newer ones, one
4 m in longitude, had no choice but to accept the new solutions. Here again,

it was arbitrarily decided to deweight the absolute longi-

There is a known error in DE 78 that affected the tude information from Mariner 4, retaining the spin-axis

derived station locations. Mars radar bounce data taken information and the correlations that gave relative longi-

during the 1971 opposition were erroneously time-tagged tudes.
due to an on-site operations problem. The data were cor-

rect, but of course the incorrect time tag resulted in Based on previous experience, studies are underway to
fallacious ephemeris corrections when processed by the develop procedures that will allow a more thorough
Solar System Data Processing System (SSDPS) (Ref. 10). statistical analysis of the station location problem. The
Correcting this error resulted in the production of DE 79. first step is generation of more realistic covariances for the
Comparison with DE 78 indicates that the Mariner 5 individual solutions by rigorously "considering" those

longitude estimate will move within tenths of meters of parameters whose errors are known to affect the solution.
the Mariner 6 estimate, but the Mariner 4 longitudes will These could then be combined using the existing corn-

not be significantly changed, bination program. The second step is to form a combined
estimate using all the data and with simultaneous "con-

A certain amount of engineering judgment was used in sideration" of all solution-affecting parameters. This
producing LS 35. The spin-axis solutions at Goldstone would allow computation of the correlations between
show a large scatter even after ionosphere calibrations are ephemerides of the planets and station locations.
applied. Some data packages show high consistency be-
tween the solutions obtained directly from DSS 12 and via

G. Mariner 9 Preliminary Solution
the survey from DSS 14 when both stations were tracking
during the interval (see Fig. 3). The Mariner 5 encounter The validity of the strategy chosen in LS 35 can be
results, for example, agree to 0.1 m. The Mariner 5 post- tested by solutions using Mariner 9 encounter and orbital
encounter results are not this consistent, perhaps due to data. To date, only limited success has been obtained in

extremely limited amounts of ionosphere data for certain processing orbital data for station location estimates. The
DSS 14 passes. Moreover, there was extremely high space best indication, because of the insufficiently known
plasma activity during this period, which could have Martian gravitation harmonics, comes from an approach
varied enough in a short interval to prevent both st_itions phase run made a few days after Mars Orbit Insertion.
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Table 12. Effectof modelchangesonstationlocationsolutions ferenees between Mariner 9 and LS 35 are 1.9 and 1.4 m

for r._and longitude respectively.
A_, m a

Model changes The solution made at this time was chosen for initial

Mariner4 Mariner5 comparison since it was made under conditions analogous

BIH vs Richmond UTI_ 4.7 2.0 to the real-time mission environment; that is, no postflight
information was available for updating UT1 and polarChao vs Cain 1 troposphere 0.1 Not

available motion or the Martian ephemeris. Comparisons will cer-

DE 78 vs DE 69 0.9 0.0 tainly be made later when these final data are available.

Total ionosphere calibration correction 3.3 -5.5

Improved polar motion 0.5 Not IV. Summary
• available

hnproved Mars pole direction" 0.8 Not The station locations provided for Mariner 9 encounter
applicable are based on solutions that show excellent consistency in

Corrected L/S band weighting 0.8 Not spin axis and relative longitude• The solutions that make
applicable up LS 35 all involve ionosphere calibrations, and display

Total 11.3 -8."-"_ at each DSS site a scatter that ranges from 0.05 to 1.75 m
in distance off the spin axis and from 0.25 to 1.75 m in

aObtained using Orbit Determination Programs SATODP C 1.0 relative longitude.
and DPODP 5.0.

bThis also includes a 0.5-m change due to a readjustment in A1- Although previous analysis using the Single Precision
UTC. Orbit Determination Program (SPODP) and the DPODP

_Affects orientation of Mars' gravity field, for Mariner Mars 1969 project support had produced
consistent absolute longitudes for Mariners 4 and 5, the
latest analysis has terminated with the Mariner 4 absolute

Table 13. Station location comparisons: Mariner9 preliminary longitudes lying some 16 m from the Mariners 5 and 6
(no ionospherecalibrations)minusLS35 solutions. These latter two agree to within 0.75 m. A

concerted effort is being made to explain this discrepancy.

DSN Ars, m AX, m ASX, m

12 -8.0 --1.7 V. Acknowledgments
14 -3.7 0.3 -2.0

The authors express sincere appreciation to B. D.41 1.8 -3.2 1.6
Mulhall, K. L. Thuleen, G. A. Madrid, F. B. Winn, and

61 -0.8 -0.9 -0.7 D.W. Trask of the JPL Tracking and Orbit Determination
rms 2.6 1.9 1.5 Section who played a very active part in the Mariner 9

station location support.

This solution is compared with LS 35 in Table 13. The The Mariner Mars 1971 Project and its navigation team
Mariner 9 solution did not include ionosphere effects.. A were very helpful in providing computer support during
preliminary estimate of these effects based on seasonal the approach phase, when numerous data sets were being
ionospheric information suggests a 4-m increase for studied. T. W. Thornton, W. J. O'Neil, C. J. Vegos, S. K.
northern hemisphere r, solutions and a 2-m increase for Wong, S. J. Reinbold, and A. Lubeley deserve special
all longitude solutions. The resulting rms of the dif- mention in this regard.
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Charged Particles
G, A. Madrid

I. Introduction (b) Only 41% of the Mu DRVID (DSS 12) data

and 14% of the Tau DRVID (DSS 14) dataCalibrations compensating for the effects of charged
particles in the ionosphere and in the interplanetary were°facceptablequality'l

medium were applied to the doppler tracking data ac- (c) Main reasons for the degradation of DRVID
quired during Mariner 9 missions on a demonstration quality were:
basis. The combined effects of the space plasma and the

(i) Segmented passes (discontinuities).
ionosphere were measured by a comparison of the range
and doppler observables (Differenced Range Versus (ii) Lack of signal strength (this appears as an

Integrated Doppler (DRVID), MacDoran, Ref. 1). Inde- increase in the phase jitter and was ob-
pendent measurements of the ionospheric effects were served on data from DSS 12 only; probable
obtained from polarimeter devices located at the cause appears to be the use of a 26-m an-
Goldstone, California, tracking complex, tenna instead of the 64-m antenna).

(d) All other specifications met.
The following is a summary of the analysis of the

calibration technique and the demonstration results: (2) Recommendations.

(1) Calibration quantity and quality. (a) The minimum received ranging signal strength
must not be less than -194 dBmW. A maxi-

(a) DRVID and Faraday rotation calibrations taken mum integration time of 15 rain must be used
during the period from July 7 to September 26

were applied to a corresponding are of doppler _Gaps due to degradation or lack of DRVID were filled with
data from DSSs 12 and 14. Faraday rotation calibrations where possible.
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in order to detect signatures with periods of These phenomena can distort a doppler signal when the
1 h. particles of which these effluents consist traverse the

transmission path of the radio signal.(b) Continuous range and doppler passes of 8 h or
longer should be taken whenever high-quality
DRVID calibrations are desired. The steady-state effects are discernible in the doppler

data, due to the motion of the earth and spacecraft relative

(c) At least one pass per week should be taken to tile sun, and appear as a systematic type of error. Efron
throughout a mission to permit sufficient cover- and Lisowski (Ref. 2) provide a basic insight into the
age for long arc solutions. Preliminary estimates effects of the solar wind and the parameters that deter-
of short arc effects indicate that extensive cover- mine the degree of influence. The basic parameters are:
age just before and after a maneuver should be
a requirement. (1) Tile sun-earth-probe angle and its time rate of

change.
• (d) Drift and jitter specifications should be allotted

to both the ground station and the transponder. (2) The geocentric distance of the probe and its rate
of change.

The structure of the solar wind on a time scale of a few

hours is not known and is likely to be highly variable.
II. Characteristic Effects of the Charged- Solar flares are the major source of random solar effects.

ParticleEnvironmentonMariner9 Some recurrent components, such as magnetic enhance-

RadioMetric Data ment sectors, have periods of 27-28 days and may present

The two major sources of charged particles which a problem since they will not average out. For these
affected radio metric data between the earth and the phenomena, an additional set of parameters are involved.

The parameters are:Mariner 9 spacecraft were those particles emanating from

the sun in what is called the solar plasma and those par- (1) The velocity of the plasma cloud or sector.
ticles in the ionized upper layers of the earth's atmosphere.
The first-order effect of these particles on a radio signal (2) The dimensions and density distribution of the
is a retardation of the group velocity and an advancement plasma cloud or sector.

of the phase velocity. These effects, when left uncali- (3) The angle of traversal.
brated, distorted the information content of range and

doppler and increased the error in estimates of the probe All of the solar phenomena are highly dependent on the
state, phase of the solar activity cycle during which these effects

are being observed. For the period during which calibra-

The Mariner Mars 1971 mission required only that its tions were taken during the MM'71 mission, the level of
prime observable, two-way doppler, be calibrated. Since solar activity can be clearly established. Figure I (Ref 3)
DRVID measures only the rate of change of charged illustrates the solar activity cycle in terms of radio flux
particles in the ray path, it is a suitable calibration for this detected at 2800 MHz during the years 1947 to 1969. The
observable, activity level during the mission is reflected by the flux

measurements 2 plotted in Fig. 2. By comparison, it can be
A. Solar Plasma Effects seen that the solar activity during the MM'71 mission was

on the decrease, with the level of activity being in mid-
Charged-particle phenomena due to solar activity have range between the typical maximum and the typical

been hypothesized to occur in one of three main forms: minimum.

(1) A steady-state solar wind that propagates as the The geometric location of the ray path with respect to
inverse square of distance from the sun. the sun is also an important parameter in determining

plasma effects. In general, the smaller the sun-earth-probe
(2) Particles which are ejected by solar flares and which (SEP) angle, the greater the effect. The sun-earth-probe

disseminate outward as spiral streamers.

"-'Unofficialflux measurements reported in the weekly ESSA publi-
(3) Magnetically enhanced sectors which also take on a cation, "Preliminary Report and Forecast of Solar Geophysical

spiral appearance. Data," SCSC-PRF 056, December 1, 1971.
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DAYOFYEAR1971 count over Goldstone for any 24-h period of the summer

Fig. 2. Solaractivityasmeasuredby Ottowasolarflux and fall of 1971. In particular, note that stations in the
adjusted to I AU Goldstone Deep Space Communications Complex viewed

Mariner 9 at night during the month of June; thus the
S-band radio signals did not penetrate any active regions
of the earth's ionosphere. This situation changed little

angle for MM'71 at the period of interest is typically during most of July; however, by August 1, the rising of
120 deg (see Fig. 3). The earth-spacecraft distance and Mariner 9 as viewed from Goldstone had moved into early

the distance of the ray path normal to the sun are approxi- evening (_19:00) and the ionosphere at the observer's
mately 0.8 and 1 AU, respectively. Estimates based on meridian was undergoing its maximum decrease. At the
this geometry indicate that the steady-state effects will time of Mariner 9's encounter with Mars (16:00 local time),
introduce uncertainties of 1 and 2 m in spin axis and the earth's ionosphere at the local meridian was near
longitude for single-pass doppler fits (Efron and Lisowski, maximum activity. Thus, it is shown that the portion of

Ref. 2). Random effects will be approximately 2 to 3 m in the earth's ionosphere traversed by the S-band radio
magnitude for the same parameters (Mulhall, Ref. 4). signals of Mariner 9 assumed radically different charac-

B. Ionospheric Effect teristics as the MM'71 mission progressed.

The ionospheric doppler effect will vary with the local Figure 5b demonstrates the range and doppler charged-
time of observation, the local hour angle, the topocentric particle effects when mapped to the spacecraft line of
elevation angle of the observations, and the solar activity sight. The resulting signature is a function of elevation
cycle. Typically, the nighttime ionosphere is relatively angle, local time, and geomagnetic factors. The total

quiet and stationary; the daytime ionosphere, however, is zenith content is also plotted in Fig. 5a. Case I (Fig. 5)
2 to 6 times more active and has a time-varying structure, considers the situation where the spacecraft view period
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PSLh starts at the most active region of the ionosphere and sets
16 18 20 22 24 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 at the ]east active region. Case II considers the view

'". period remaining entirely within the quiet nighttime

""; _rYPICALWINTER PROFILE ionosphere and sets at the least active region. Case III
E ;_-_ shows a view period beginning during the quiet ion•-

'. TVPICALSUMMER sphere and ending at the time of greatest change in
" PROFILE --_ ionospheric activity.

_ "-,,% ..._ • o o°°°

<_ ". . •" In general, the summer zenith electron content effects

%-- .. • .,. .... .• recorded varied from a low of 0.5 m during the nighttime
......... •" period to peaks of 2-3 m during the daytime. These mea-l I I I I I I I I I I

0 2 4 6 _ 10 12 14 _6 _8 20 22 24 surements were taken during periods when doppler
.. GMT,h information was being received. When mapped to the

1, 71 _VlEW spacecraft line of sight, these values agree quite closely
PERIODSAT

IN/Vi_E1p]71 !GOLDSTONE with the typical plots shown in Fig. 5.1,71 2DEEPSPACE

I I I I I [ IAUGI, el JJUNE1, 71/COMPLEx/COMMUNI-0.9 m to peaks ranging from 5-6 m. The MM'71 encounter
IJULY1, 71 /CATIONS The winter zenith effects vary from nighttime lows of

Fig.4. Typicaleffectsof chargedparticleson occurred during this type of period. The data arcs call-
rangeobservablesatzenith brated for this study were all taken during the summer

(see Section III-A for a description of coverage) and thus
were affected by the more benign summer conditions,

10 I

(o)TyPiCALZENnHEFFECT_ C. Credibility of Single-Pass Fit Predictions Relative to
y=20, Actual MM'71 Experience

y= ELEVATIONANGLE / It is interesting to compare MM'71 prognostications
\ _ /Sp = TOPOCENTRICRANGEEFFECT / with our actual experience during the mission. Figure 6
\ N ZL6= TOPOCENTRIC RANGE RATE /_

E \ X EFFECT // shows the estimated equivalent effects :_on station position

<3 ASEI :_Theseeffects were computed using the Hamilton-Melbourne rela-
tionship for the effects over a single pass of data (Ref. 5) with a

\ N " / / CASEIII technique similar to that reported by Mulhall (Ref. 6).
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Fig.5. Mappingat zenithcharged-particleeffects Fig.6. Equivalentspin axis and longitudeeffectsdue to charged
to variouselevations particlesduringMM'71 mission
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of the DRVID calibration polynomials when the DRVID Coverage from these two methods was quite distinct,
data were of sufficient quality to be useful. The spin axis as was the quality of the data received. Subsequent para-

effects have a negative bias with a 1-_r uncertainty of graphs address themselves to this topic so as to provide a
about 5 m. The longitude effects have a negative trend clear understanding of the data resources available and
with a 1-a uncertainty of about 8 m. Since these numbers the constraints affecting their use.
include both the ionosphere and space plasma effects,
they must be compared to the root-sum-square of the
predicted effects for those two media. Table 1 compares A. Coverage Obtained and Amount Utilized

the predicted and actual values of the equivalent station The presence of two ranging machines at two of the
location errors (ESLE). Goldstone stations permitted DRVID to be obtained on

103 out of the 167 days between May 21, and November
• Table 1. Predictedvs estimated equivalent station location 13, 1971. However, of this number only 37 days were used

changesdueto charged-particleeffectsover60 passes to calibrate the doppler radio metric data over the span
selected for analysis (July 7, to September 26, 1971).

MM'71 values _rr_m ax, m

The Tau ranging machine was located at DSS 14 (64-mPredicted _2.5 _4

Result _5 _8 antenna) and provided DRVID at 1-min integration times
(2-rain sample rate) from May 31 to November 8 at
periods of about once per week. The Mu ranging machine
was located at DSS 12 (26-m antenna) and provided

Most of the resulting discrepancy can be attributed to supplementary coverage on the average of four times per
the fact that the predicted performance was based on
high-quality continuously calibrated passes, a condition week. Integration times were 1 rain until October 10,
which was not achieved during most of the MM'71 when 2-min integration times were begun. Faraday data
mission; as a result, Faraday rotation data were used for were available from July 7 and ending on October 12.

Exact days for which coverage was provided are shown in
the major portion of the passes. Fig. 7. Also shown is the scatter of the noise about the fit

Comparisons of the Faraday and DRVID polynomials (see Section III-C for description) plotted on a day-by-day
revealed drifts with excursions on the order of 1 m for the basis. The 1-m requirement is indicated by a broken line.

majority of the days being considered. On occasional days,
the maximum excursion reached 2.5-3.0 m. These days The orbit determination effects to be analyzed in a

have been singled out for special attention to determine if subsequent section used only the calibrations for day 188
these differences were due to any significant solar activity, through day 268, as indicated by the "combined DRVID

The 1-m drifts conform with the estimate of the steady- and Faraday" bars at the bottom of Fig. 7. Calibrations
state solar wind effects for MM'71. The random events of prior to day 188 were not utilized because of their sparsity

2.5 to 3.0 m agree with Mulhall's conclusions (Ref. 4) on and a lack of Faraday data, which were to be used for
sporadic solar effects on radio metric data. comparison. Continuous coverage was accomplished by

using the overlapping coverage afforded by DSS 14
DRVID, DSS 12 DRVID, and Faraday rotation polari-
meters located at DSS 13. The study was begun on Sep-

tember 27 (clay 270); data taken after this date were notIII. Measurement of the Charged-Particle
Effects utilized in this study.

During the Mariner Mars 1971 mission there were two Not all of the DRVID data obtained were suitable for
means available to estimate the effect of charged particles use in calibrating tracking data. For instance, DRVID
on the radio signal: data from the Mu ranging system at DSS 12 became un-

suitable when the noise level went above 50 ns (see
(1) By means of radio polarimeters to detect Faraday Section III-C). It became evident that, at this level, the

rotation effects in the ionosphere, least-squares fit to the data could not accurately dis-

(2) By comparing the range and doppler signals tinguish between trends due to charged-particle phenoin-
(DRVID) to obtain a measure of the rate of change ena and high-frequency noise. Some passes of DRVID
of charged particles in the ray path. from both DSSs 12 and 14 also had to be discarded
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Fig.7. Charged-parUclecalibraUoncoverageand DRVIDdispersionfor MM'71 cruisephase

because of multiple ranging acquisitions taken during B. Faraday Rotation
the pass. In some cases, as many as 14 acquisitions took
place, resulting in 10-min segments o£ contiguous DRVID During the MM'71 mission, measurements were taken
separated by light time gaps of 10 min or more. The by observing the Faraday rotation e££eet on a signal from
phenomena e£fects were completely lost because each a stationary satellite (ATS-3) and then mapping these

effects to the Mariner 9 spacecraft line of sight. Faraday
segment had to be fitted individually, polarization measurements can provide an absolute mea-

sure of the electron count along a given ray path through
As a result of these operational difficulties, only 14%

the ionosphere by relating it to the nighttime electronof the DSS 14 DRVID and 41% o£ the DSS 12 DRVID
content at zenith (approximately 0.9 of a meter for the

were of a quality suitable for use as a calibration measure-
ment over the study interval (see Section III-C). Dis- period being considered).
carded or missing DRVID passes were filled with Faraday
rotation data as indicated in Fig. 7. During periods o£ low solar activity, Faraday measure-

ments can be used in combination with DRVID measure-

Table 2 summarizes the amount o£ DRVID and Faraday ments to provide a continuous set of calibrations for a

calibration data utilized in the period £rom July 7 to given period. Faraday rotation data are characteristically
September 26, 1971. smooth and lend themselves well to representation by
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Table2. Assessmentof DRVIDandFaradayutilization

Doppler points a Passes

Calibration type
Number Percentage Nmnber Percentage

Total calibrated calibrated Total calibrated calibrated

Tau (DSS 14) 188 51 27 7 3 48

Mu (DSS 12) 1168 473 40 55 37 67

Faraday 1262 908 74 81 61 75

Faraday/Tau/Mu b 1272 864 68 81 74 91

aDoppler points were compressed to 600 s for orbit determination use.

bThe number of doppler points calibrated is smaller because DRVID passes were in general shorter than the Faraday passes they
replaced in the combined calibrations.

polynomials (Fig. 8). A polynomial is obtained for every 5.5 _ i i _ _ i _ _
day processed and these are then made available for use

5.0

in the orbit determination program (Mulhall et al., Ref. 7).

4.5 O ZENITH CONTENT, 1017 electrons/m 2

Faraday rotation measurements have been compared to * _NGECHANOE,m
ionosonde measurements (Mulhall and Wimberly, Ref. 8) 4.0 -- POLYNOMIAL, m

and to other Faraday measurements made at various

locations (Miller and Mulhall, Ref. 9). Von Roos and s.5

Mulhall (Ref. 10) have estimated that for this technique
the range error accumulating over a pass will be on the 3.0
order of 1.5 m in summer and 0.5 m in fall, winter, and
spring. 2.5

2.0

JPL currently has two experimental polarimeters _o
OoO

located in the vicinity of DSS 13, which have, in the 1.5 o Oo
past, been used to support research on the effect of °o o
ionospheric charged particles on radio metric data. 4 Since 1.0 °°°ooo oo o o o o oo

there are no plans to make these instruments operational, 0.sJ I I f I I I f f
they are not committable for mission support. Their use 2 3 4 5 6 z s 9 l0 11
during the MM'71 mission was on a "best efforts" basis rIME(ur), h

and involved a minimum use of operational personnel.
Fig.8. Typicalfit to mappedelectroncontentobtained

C. DRVID by Faradaypolarimeter

The concept of extracting the charged-particle effects
on a radio signal by comparing Differenced Range Versus /" t._

Integrated Doppler (DRVID) has been extant for a DRVID ,_2 :XO_= (p._,- p,)- Jt [_dtdecade. The feasibility of the method was not established, 1

however, until the extended mission of MM'69 (MacDoran
and Martin, Ref. 11). MacDoran (Ref. 1) provides a where
clear understanding of the physics involved in this
method. /xp_ = two-way change in range due to effects of elec-

trons in media

It will be sufficient here to define DRVID as
p_ = topocentric range of probe at time t_ (i = 1,2)

_Stanford University has provided data from their polarimeter as /_= instantaneous radial velocity of probe relative to
part of these investigations, observer
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2.01 I t I I I I I

to zero is that, at S-band, the disagreement between dif- _ 1.

ferenced range and integrated doppler will equal approxi-
mately twice the change in charged particles along the o

- l 0/ D2v'D
round-trip ray path, since the effect of the charged _-" I_h_ _ ....

particles is essentiallYadvantageequalanddirectlyOppositemeasuring(Ref.1). This __ "_% :_" _'_ _Z,:----_Nmethod has the of the z 2.0_&_ C_a_.__¢;_; _
-3 0 _- " _ " '_ '_ _'_ _'--_"--effect of the charged particles on the radio metric track- z . , ,

data. Since the DRVID values reflect the noise on the _ |ing

range (doppler system noise is negligible), a polynomial _ -4.0/ I t i i i r i
least-squares fit to the DRVID data was used as a smooth- 01 _ , , , i i ,

ing procedure prior to its use in the orbit determination _ -0.5_8 -1.0
program during the MM'71 mission. ' _ -_.5

-2.0_- o

There is no question that DRVID is a measure of the 'o /m DRVID- FARADAY .....
-2.51-a_. o o D

change in the charged-particle content along the round- _ [ _ 5 °o _ o o _%o o_ oo -- ooj_

_3_5 _

trip path of an electromagnetic signal. This has been z
adequately documented by MacDoran (Ref. 1), MacDoran • I_ -a__o o _ .... o _o o_A n L.-, o- _o o c6 o6 o o xJ _o__

and Martin (Ref. 11), and other authors and can be easily _ .... _" ° oo _ o _-4.5J I I I I l I I t_

demonstrated by comparing DRVID with Faraday rota- 6 7 8 9 _0 _I I2 _a ]4
tion during days of negligible solar activity. Figure 9 TIME(UT),h

demonstrates this empirical equivalence by showing the Fig. 9. Comparison of mapped electron content to DRVID

DRVID observed alongside the mapped Faraday values on day with low solar activity

(top panel) and the flat distribution of their differences
(bottom panel). This comparison is for day 190 (July 9)
when the spacecraft was 0.1 AU from earth and the solar
radio flux (Fig. 2) was at one of its lowest points during
the mission. The scatter of the differences had a standard

deviation of 0.4 m, which is well within the 1.0-m goal

proposed for DRVID. 0.2 , , , _ ,

0C -

"_ -0o2

The accuracy of the DRVID calibrations depends on
two components: z -0._<

(1) The accuracy of the process producing the poly- _ -0._
nomials. _ -0.8

-1.0

(2) The accuracy with which DRVID measures the <z -_.2
charged-particle effects. -_.4 _ I t I I

The design of the fitting procedure is the subject of the 3' % , _ , _ ,

article by R. K. Leavitt in this report. It will suffice to 2- ,g
say that the accuracy of the fitter with respect to its melee- _- __

tion criteria has been verified by comparing the variance _ _- _'_N% °o- oo o2oOO oo ° o cO
< on _^oo oX_, o o o 000% d_ooof the fit to the variance of the Gaussian noise used to _ o o o o_a_,_ _ g %2_0_o cOSec *oooJoo a_ o - -_ _ _,,,_ -_-- ,-,

produce the simulated data for testing. The effectiveness _ -_ %-_°°_%_8___o¢*o%Wedo
of this fitter is demonstrated by the realistically smooth _ ° o o - "_ o°° o0 O

derivatives produced from the fitted polynomial. Figure 10 -2 ° o

provides an example of a typical fit to DRVID data with -a I I t t t
a polynomial and its associated derivative. _ 7 8 9 |0 I] 12

TIME (UT), h

Of greater interest for this discussion is the study of Fig. 10. Typical polynomial fit to DRVIDand associated
the effect of system noise on the fitting accuracy, the range rate signature
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Table 3. DRVID drift and jitter requirements Table 4. Classification of segmentation and noise on MM'71
calibrations at one-minute averaging time

Requirements for 1-m
Noise type calibration tolerance Pass High noise level Low noise level

characteristics ( _50 ns) ( <50 ns)
Long-term ( 12-h ) drift (8-a) 24 ns ( ground station)

88 ns (spacecraft) No segments, Type III Type I

Short-term ( 15-rain ) ranging long passes ( unacceptable ) ( acceptable )

jitter (8-a) 81 ns Some segments, Type IV Type II
long/short passes ( unacceptable ) (partially acceptable )

system noise in question here being those time-varying

effects of instabilities in the ground station transmitter-

receiver and in the spacecraft transponder.

System noise exhibits itself in DRVID as short-term 2o i i __ 1.s

jitter and long-term drift. Long-term drift is due to 15
instabilities in both the ground station tracking system _ ---L-m--D--CW--OA--C--CU--RAC--V-GO--_------.._--- _.0 E

and in the spacecraft transponder. Short-term ranging u> _1 u>
jitter is ascribed mainly to the signal-to-noise ratio of the u_ 10 , ; J v i

signal. Table 3, taken from MaeDoran (Ref. 12), provides _ 0.5

a guide to the tolerance that must be kept in order to be 5

able to discern the charged-particle effects to within 1 m.
0 I 0

10 20 27 30 40

MacDoran (Ref. 12) determined the characteristics I-o-RANGINGJITTER(15-rainSAMPLES),ns

required of DRVID by simulating a signal varying the

jitter effects and then attempting to recover the original Fig. 11. Ranging jitter design parameter based on

signal. Figure 11 is a summary of his results, simulation results by MacDoran (Ref. 12)

Drift does not adversely affect the quality of the poly- 100 , _ _ , ,
nomial fit, but-high-frequency noise does, particularly

when short segments of data are involved. The results, 90 = Imin

of course, depend on the length of the segments. Figure 12 _vo

maps the 27-ns requirement with respect to segment 8o

length and averaging time. Two-hour lengths were found
to be the minimum at which diurnal trends could be . 70

detected. Fifty nanoseconds is the 1-m accuracy level __ 2
corresponding to this segment length for 1-min integration ._ 60

times.
50

o.

Table 4 classifies the various levels of error that can

affect polynomial quality while Fig. 13 illustrates the A 40 sZ

major factors affecting DRVID quality.
_: 30 10 _,

The MM'71 calibrations further showed that segmented 20
passes in general could not be completely utilized regard-

less of the accuracy of the corresponding segments. The 10

reason for this is that, since each segment must be fitted
individually relative to different initial conditions, the re- 0 i i i _ i0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

suiting polynomials and their derivatives are nearly always SEGMENT LENGTH, h

disjointed and/or discontinuous at their juncture points?

Fig. 12. Pass segment planning chart showing relationship of
_Techniques to overcome this problem are planned for use in call- pass segment length to phase jitter over constant integration
bration processing for future missions, times
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(o) JITTER Table 5. Assessment of DRVID calibration fits between
day 188 and 268 types ._

.__el_______°__ _ Data TypeI, V_. TypelI,% TypeIII,_, TypelV,%
o, ,:, .#_ : _,___*'__ --_. --i-¢JITTER Mu DRVID

_g__ _= _ _--- (Total 55 41 25 9 24
° ° % * * * days)

QIl[j_ _QO

• Tau DRVID

( Total 7 14 86 0 0
days )

_) DRIFT aType I: Low noise ( _50 ns), no segments.

/ Type II: Low noise, some segments.

,,Z_._Z_PFARADAY Type III: High noise ( >50 ns ), no segments.

,_ / Type IV: High noise, some segments.

r_ Z_PDRVID

f I I I

Z_pF - ApD 4
DRIFT =

/3t

E 2

(c) SEGMENTATION

/_- APFARADA y _ 0
Z

/
/ \ -2

10 I I I I

E I

G
O 5i
Z

f
Fig. 13. Typical plots of major factors affecting DRVID quality z -5o

-10 . 1 I I I
22 24 2 4 6

Figure 14 is typical of this type of situation. In such a case, HOURSOFDAYS289-290
only the longer segment should be used in calibrating the
data if it is of a low noise level. Cases with a low noise Fig.14. Disjointfit to segmentedDRVID
level that are not segmented are acceptable with a proba-
bility of 1.

activity (Fig. 2). The particular geometry of the Mariner 9

Table 5 is an assessment of the proportion of the mission (Fig. 3) placed the probe 0.8 AU from earth at a
DRVID calibrations available between day 188 and day sun-earth-probe angle of approximately 120 deg. If we
268, classified by type. follow Efron and Lisowski (Ref. 2), this would mean that

the solar plasma effects would be only about 1.0 m in
range change over a pass that is negligible compared to

It has been demonstrated that the Faraday rotation the expected 5- to 6-m effects of the ionosphere at en-
data taken at the Goldstone complex provides a suitable counter.
standard for evaluating DRVID accuracy whenever solar

activity is low enough to have negligible effects on a Errors in mapping the Faraday rotation data from the
doppler signal. The period over which the calibrations ATS-3 line of sight to the Mariner spacecraft line of sight
were taken is concurrent with a phase of medium solar are not expected to exceed more than 0.1 m (Ref. 9).
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Short-term differences between the Faraday and DRVID -0"60/ _ _ _
data are expected, due to localized effects of the iono- -0.65t/

E

sphere relative to the spacecraft line of sight. These, again, d -0.70/
are not expected to have amplitudes of more than 0.1 m. _ I

/

-o.75
Z FARADAY - DRVLD

Since many of the measurements taken during the _ -0°80

MM'71 missions occurred during the quiet portion of the a>,_
ionosphere and during periods of relatively quiet solar _ -0._5-

activity, DRVID measurements compared very closely to _ -0.90- \ _ REGRESSIONUNE

the Faraday rotation measurements. Comparisons of the E -0.95 i i _ _ rOgErECrDRISrl

tWO methods were made by differencing the polynomials _" lo _ _ _
obtained by each method. Figure 15 illustrates the typical o

• comparison of the range correction as computed using the _ 5 -
DRVID and Faraday polynomials. It should be noted that < _ FARADAY

U

the comparison for the range change effect should be _, 0- DRVlD
U

made on the basis of the shape of the two curves, the bias
between them being purely a matter of the original ref- _ -5-
erence point used for DRVID. The differences of their

_0. -t0 I I I I

derivatives are perhaps of more interest, since it was only <_ 4 6 _ 10 12
the doppler observables that were being calibrated, u HOURSOFDAY219
Figure 16 plots the derivatives and their difference for

the same day as Fig° 15. It is evident that, at least for the Fig. 15. Comparison of Faradayand DRVIDcalibrationpolynomialsfor dayof lowsolaractivity
data shown, DRVID and Faraday data appear to be
measuring the same phenomenon.

Figures 17 and 18 plot the means and standard devia-

tions of the differences and show that, in the early portion
of the mission (up to 0.2 AU) where solar plasma effects 0.15 _ , ,
are negligible, DRVID compares very well with Faraday

rotation, as expected. After this point, the comparison _ 0.10 _FARADAY-DRVID

becomes suspect, and anomalous behavior may be due to 9."
solar activity, high jitter, or too short a segment of > 0.05
DRVID. For the sake of illustration, only those days

of DRVID which had segments over 2 h long and had ._ 0 /// "-REGRESSION LINETO
sufficiently Iow noise quality were included in the plots > / _.f / DETECtDRf_r -

for Figs. 17 and 18. _ -0.05

Assuming the Faraday data can be utilized as a stan- -0.10 i I i i

dard for the majority of days, we can now use the standard _ 4 , , ,
deviation of the differences between the Faraday and z_"
DRVID data as a measure of the DRVID system accuracy 9. 2
in the presence of jitter during days o£ low solar activity. _ DRVID

The drift error is provided by the slope of a linear fit to u_ 0
the range differences (Fig. 15, top panel). Plotting the -_

U_. L-- FARADAY

drift and jitter error day by day through the time span _ -2
under consideration, we can construct two graphs which

illustrate the actual performance of DRVID. _ -4 I I i I
4 6 8 10 12u

The first graph, Fig. 19a, compares the jitter error HOURSOFDAY219

directly to the expected 1-m accuracy level for 1-min Fig,16, Comparisonof FaradayandDRVIDrangerate effects
integration time. The second graph, Fig. 19b, compares on dayof lowsolaractivity
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Fig. 17. Mean and standard deviation of differences between DRVID and Faraday range
correction for DRVID passesexceeding 120 rain
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Fig. 18. Mean and standard deviation of differences between DRVID and Faraday range
rate correction for DRVID passesexceeding 120 min
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Fig. 19. Estimated ranging litter and drift observed

the drift error" against the 15-ns/pass standard implied in ponder7 A detailed analysis of this problem has been
Table 3. Figure 19a indicates that all Mu DRVID data undertaken by appropriate personnel cognizant of the

until day 224 can be utilized for calibrations even though ground system and spacecraft equipment.
their accuracy has been degraded considerably. This

evaluation of its acceptability is based on the comparison Aside from the assumed transponder problems, it
between the Faraday and DRVID calibration polynomials should be remembered that the DRVID from DSS 14 was

as shown in Figs. 17a and 18a. These two plots indicate obtained using the 64-m antenna at that site and there-
that the uncertainty in the calibrations increases by a fore had a greater received power (-175 dBmW) than
factor of 2 after day 224. the 26-m antenna at DSS 12 (- 195 dBmW).

A comparison with the expected jitter based on the In order to illustrate this concept more dramatically, a
predicted ranging signal power (Figs. 7 and 19a) indicates DRVID performance chart has been drawn up (Fig. 20)
that in general the jitter was a factor of 2 greater than which indicates the interrelationship between high-

that expected. The reason for this loss of performance frequency noise (jitter), integration time, and received
may be due to some malfunction in the spacecraft tran- ranging power. This chart can be used in complement

with Fig. 12 to determine the received power and inte-
gration time parameters required to meet a 1-m accuracy

';The author did not have, at the time of this writing, a means for requirement. The actual performance levels of the

independently measuring equipment drifts. As a result, the overall DRVID provided by the Tau and Mu ranging systems are
drift level is presented here merely to orient the reader as to the
general trend in the drifts. An evaluation of these effects is the
subject of future study. 7Warren Martin, private communication, January 26, 1971.
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Fig. 20. DRViDperformancechartshowingrelationshipof jitter
to integrationtimes overcontoursof constantreceivedranging
powerin dBmW sis of the calibration data progresses. In the meantime,

it Would not be presumptuous to conclude that, until
about day 224 (Fig. 19b), the equipment drift was within
the expected range of values. Table 6 lists the average

shown alongside to facilitate their evaluation. The con- drift and jitter for both systems as a summary of the
tours of constant received ranging power are from results.
preliminary design charts produced by Warren Martin s
to gauge the Mu system performance.

IV. Conclusions
As an example of how this chart may be used, note

that the Mu system was operating at the 80-ns level at For the MM'71 mission, the DSN committed to pro-
1-min integration time and is slightly over the 1-m con- vide DRVID data accurate to within the limits of error
straint for 4-h segments (on the average). By referring to introduced by the ground system, i.e., 0.75 m. It was

the chart, we can determine that had we required an understood that the transponder component of the error
increase in the segment length, we could have continued would be held to 0.75 m so as to complete the total error

operating at an acceptable level, as far as jitter is con- requirement of 1.0 m desired by the Project. MacDoran's
cerned. It is also evident that we could have maintained (Ref. 12) statement on the requirements for DRVID ap-

an acceptable quality of DRVID all the way to -194 plies as much to the MM'71 DRVID as to that proposed

dBmW of received ranging power merely by increasing for future missions. This statement (see Table 3) left no
our segment lengths to a full 8 h. doubt as to the levels of short-term noise (jitter) and long-

term noise (drift) that would have to be achieved if the

Because of this, it is recommended that future missions system was to produce DRVID data of sufficient quality

maintain an accuracy of 1 m with a power loss less than to be of scientific value (1-_ jitter = 27 ns, 1-_ drift =
or equal to -194 dBmW by requiring that the appro- 15 ns).
priate minimum segment length be provided by the
tracking network. In Section III-C, we established that, although plasma

effects must be investigated further, it was not felt that

The drift performance cannot be evaluated as easily, drift was a problem in either the Tau or the Mu ranging
The difference between the drift specification and the system. The jitter requirements were not met by the
observed mean values shown in Fig. 19b cannot be Mu system because the data segments were not full passes
interpreted as reflecting on the system performance, in length and because the system operating on the 26-m
since the solar plasma effects have not been verified. This antenna (- 195-dB received ranging signal power) was

type of analysis will be performed as the postflight analy- more sensitive to an unexplained power loss (probably the
spacecraft transponder) that caused the jitter to be a

'_Warren Martin, private communication, January 26, 1971. factor of 2 greater than predicted. (There were no plans
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to operate from DSS 12 prior to the beginning of the (4) Increased jitter from the Mu ranging was due
mission.) Figure 20 indicates that had the received ranging mainly to some unspecified problem (possibly in
power been that of the 64-m antenna (- 175 dB) the jitter the spacecraft transponder) that caused a decrease
would have been on the order of 10 ns, well within the in signal strength.

jitter requirements even for short segments (2 h or less). (5) When adequate operating conditions were met,
DRVID provided accuracy to within i m over a

It is worthwhile at this point to summarize the con-
clusions on the results of the DRVID demonstration: pass.

Future missions can ensure themselves of obtaining
(1) The Mu system was well capable of achieving the DRVID of sufficient quality by requiring the following:

noise requirements if it had operated on the 64-m
antenna and if passes had not been segmented to (1) The received ranging signal strength must be

• obtain multiple acquisitions, greater than -194 dBmW and passes must be a
full 8 h in length. Integration time should not ex-

(2) The Tau system achieved the requirements when ceed 15 rain in order to permit the detection of
trends with periods of I h. Figures 12 and 20 shouldit was not hampered by multiple ranging acquisi-

tions, be referred to for other integration times, power
levels, and segment lengths.

(3) The segmentation of DRVID passes in obtaining (2) The drift and jitter requirements specified by
multiple acquisitions utterly destroyed the value of MacDoran (Ref. 12) and stated in Table 3 should
the calibration information during those passes, be allotted to both spacecraft and ground systems.
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The TroposphericCalibration Model for
Mariner Mars 1971

C. C° Chao

I. Tropospheric Effect on Radio Signals MM'71 mission objectives for tropospheric calibration
below the meter level, an accurate tropospheric calibration

When a radio wave is propagating through the tropo- model, which includes seasonal variation effects, was
sphere (neutral atmosphere), it experiences velocity re- developed.
tardation as well as an angular deflection. The distance

traversed by a radio signal in the troposphere is given by A summary of typical tropospheric effects on the track-
the integral ing observables at various elevations and apparent loca-

tion changes in the tracking station is given in Table 1.

Lath n A comparison was made of the effects before and after
ds

calibration. Without calibration, a 16-m change in the

distance off the spin axis, r._, is induced for a 10-deg
where n is the refractive index of the troposphere and is

minimum elevation symmetrical pass. Even after calibra-
defined as the ratio of the speed of propagation in a tion with the old model, the error in r_ is still greater than
medium over the speed of light in vacuum. For a spheri- i m (see Table 1).
tally symmetric atmosphere, n is a function of altitude

alone. The estimated uncertainties of the new model at

various elevation angles are also shown in Table 1. It has
The delay in the arrival time of a radio signal passing met the required accuracy of the MM'71 mission. Areas

through the troposphere directly affects the range and for future improvement of this model are indicated in
range rate measurements from a spacecraft. This will Fig. 1. Shown are cursory estimates of the relative contri-
result in a range increase varying from 2 m at zenith to butions from various error sources to the uncertainty of
approximately 100 m at the horizon. In order to meet the the calibration.
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Table1. Errorsdueto troposphericrefraction data being obtained at low elevation angles (Ref. 3). The
beforeandafter calibrations required uncertainty in range correction over one pass by

VLBI is below 1 m, an objective which cannot be met

Minimum Calibra- Range rate Errors in unless the calibrations include corrections for seasonal
elevation tion Range residuals station spin fluctuations in refractivity of the troposphere.
angle, deg model residuals, m ( _= 0° ), axismm/s distance,a m

In order to meet these needs, a new model of tropo-
No spheric calibration was developed as a result of the fol-
model 28 15.1 80

lowing investigations:
Old

5 model 8.8 2.5 4.5 (1) Examination of the seasonal variations in the
refractivity profiles based on 2 years' radiosonde

New balloon measurement taken at six weather stations
. model 0.55 0.5 1.0 near five of the DSN stations.

No
model 12.5 4.7 16 (2) Comparison of the exponential model that has long

been used with the measured profile of refractivity,
Old and the derivation of an analytic expression which

10 model 1.6 0.7 2.4 can more closely represent the actual dry refrac-

New tivity profile than the exponential function does.
model 0.25 0.18 0.5

(3) Estimation of uncertainties of range effect due to
No the seasonal fluctuations in refractivity profiles
model 6.0 1.2 7.4 found in (1). Examination of the improvement that

Old can be obtained by using the monthly mean profiles.
20 model 0.9 0.18 1.0

The refractivity of the troposphere at u given altitude
New
model 0.15 0.04 0.2 is commonly determined from the following equation

(Ref. 4):

aSymmetricalpass over Goldstone station for 8 = - 10 deg.

N -- T P + _ (1)

II. SeasonalFluctuationsinthe Troposphere where

In the past, tropospheric refraction was calibrated with P = pressure, mbar (1 mbar = 105 N/m 2)

a model which was independent of time. This neglected T = temperature, K
the possible temporal fluctuations in the refractivity of
the troposphere. A recent study of one year's radiosonde e = vapor pressure, mbar
balloon data by Ondrasik and Thuleen (Ref. 1) indicated

that the tropospheric zenith range effect has a variation and
of about __+5_ of its yearly average. According to
Ref. 2, the 5% uncertainty in zenith range effect can e = 6.1 (RH/IO0) exp,,, [7.4475T,/(234.7 + Tc)]
increase to between 6 and 8% uncertainty at low eleva-
tion angles due to possible variations in the refractivity where
profile. An 8% uncertainty in range effect corresponds to
more than I m in the overall uncertainty in range correc- RH = relative humidity, %

tion over the whole pass, which exceeds the requirement Tc = temperature, *C
of the MM'71 mission (e&p/pass = 1 m, minimum

elevation = 6 deg). When the two-station tracking or exploy = 10y
very long baseline interferometry (VLBI) techniques are
employed, the low elevation angle data will become more The particular constants in Eq. (1) given by Smith and
important, since these long baselines generally result in Weintraub (Ref. 5) are considered to be good to 0.5% in
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Table 3. Radiosonde balloon site parameters refractivity as

P
Distance No = 77.6 w (2)

Radiosonde Elevation, from Nearest DSS T
station rn nearest DSS elevation,

DSS, km m The variations in N, that resulted from the fluctuations

in pressure P and temperature T in the troposphere wereEdwards AFB 724 100 Goldstone DSCC 1032
investigated using the radiosonde balloon measurements

Yucca Flats 1190 200 Goldstone DSCC 1082 taken at six weather stations. The standard deviations of

Madrid 606 70 Madrid DSCC 789 the dry refractivity, a,l,.y, from the monthly mean at

Wagga 214 140 Tidbinbilla DSCC 656 Edwards Air Force Base, California, were calculated and

Woomera 165 12 Woomera 151 tabulated in Table 4. The results indicate that No has

Pretoria 1880 50 Johannesburg 1898 greater deviations at low altitudes. For altitudes above
10 km, most of the deviations of No are less than 2 N-units.

For altitudes below 10 km, the change in No is around 5 N-

1. Dry refractivity profiles. About 90_/. of the total re- units or 2-3Y,/: of the total refractivity N. Thus the shape

fractivity N is due to the dry component in the first 7 km of the dry refractivity profile remains fairly unchanged.

(23,000 ft). From there upward, the wet component The variations of the monthly mean of No at various alti-

diminishes and the dry part becomes the total refrac- tudes are also shown in Table 4. The fluctuation in No

tivity. From Eq. (1), we can express the dry component below 7 km (23,000 ft) is caused by the daily and

Table 4. Monthly mean and standard deviation of dry refractivity at various altitudes above EdwardsAir Force Base

Dry refractivity, mean ( 1 a)

Month Surface
0.72 km 8,66 km 6.70 km 9.75 km 12.8 km 15.8 km 18.9 km 25.0 km 81.1 km

(2875 ft) ( 12,000 ft) (22,000 ft) (82,000 ft) (42,000 ft) (52,000 ft) (62,000 ft) (82,000 ft) ( 102,000 ft)

Jan 262.4 187.9 186.9 97.8 68.6 40.1 24.4 8.8 8.2
(6.18) (2.88) (1.20) (1.41) (2.56) (1.77) (0.98) (0.18) (0.15)

Feb 260.4 188.4 136.8 96.9 62.3 39.5 24.2 8.8 8.2

(8.86) (1.85) (0.81) (1.96) (1.78) (1.08) (0.88) (0.08) (0.05)

Mar 255.8 187.2 136.1 96.9 62.7 89.4 24.0 8.6 8.8
( 5.52 ) ( 1.70 ) (0.96) ( 1.42 ) ( 1.98 ) ( 0.92 ) ( 0.42 ) ( 1.65 ) ( 0.69 )

Apr 254.6 186.5 135.8 96.8 68.4 39.6 24.8 8.9 8.1
(4.57) (1.63) (1.26) (1.65) (1.86) (0.88) (0.42) (0.07) (0.79)

May 249.7 185.3 185.5 96.7 64.0 39.8 24.4 9.0 8.5
(7.87) (8.90) (2.42) (2.06) (2.42) (1.24) (0.79) (0.24) (0.09)

June 246.1 188.9 185.2 96.2 65.8 42.1 25.0 9.8 8.6
(2.87) (1.90) (1.27) (2.15) (1.71) (1.39) (0.82) (0.30) (0.16)

July 248.2 182,2 134.3 95.5 67,3 44,6 26.2 9.6 8.7
(1.97) (0.92) (0.60) (4.65) (2.18) (2.47) (3.20) (1.06) (0.88)

Aug 241.1 182.8 184.5 93.4 64.8 40.6 22.0 7.7 2.8
(8.78) (0.84) (0.56) (0,78) (1.21) (0.95) (0.64) (1.87) (0.66)

Sept 246.7 184.3 138.9 96.6 65.9 42.7 25.4 8.7 8.4
(2,43) (1.26) (0.69) (0.55) (1.89) (0.68) (0.15) (2.58) (0.78)

Oct 252.5 184.6 135.1 97.2 65.8 41.1 24.7 8.7 8.2

(5.50) (1.68) (1.16) (0.57) (1.17) (0.75) (0.81) (1.85) (0.90)

Nov 255.0 184.4 184.9 96.9 65.9 41.2 24.6 8.9 8.1
(5,98) (3.88) (1.08) (1.82) (1.91) (1.05) (0.88) (0.09) (0.90)

Dec 261.0 187.9 186.4 96.5 68.7 89.6 24.1 8.8 8.8
(4,56) ( 1.84 ) (0.98) (1.39) ( 1.97 ) (0.70) (0.32) (0.06) (0.04)
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Fig. 1= Estimated relative contributions from various error sources to the uncertainty of the new calibration model

N for frequencies up to 30,000 MHz and normally en- Table 2. Errors in refractivity N

countered ranges of pressure, temperature, and humidity.
Ratio of rms error in

The values of P, T, and RH are measured data at a Error Sources refractivity to refractivity_

given altitude from the radiosonde balloon. An approxi- Equation (1) 0.5% (1.6) b
marion to the errors in N resulting from the use of Eq. (1)

Surface observations 0.2% ( 0.65 )
due both to the errors in the equation itself and to errors

in the meteorological measurements is given by Bean and ( __+1rnbar, _0.1°C, ±1% RH)

Dutton (Ref. 4) as shown in Table 2. Radiosonde observations 1.8% (4.2)
( __.2mbar, ± I°C, --+5% RH)

The first and second terms of Eq. (1) will be referred P = 1018 mbar, T,. = 15°C, RH = 60% ( 1 mbar = 10e N/m e).

to as the dry and wet refractivity, No and Nw, respectively, hTerms in parentheses are AN.

Because of the seasonal or daily variations of the

parameters in Eq. (1), P, T, and RH, the values of N culated from the radiosonde balloon measurements taken

above a station also exhibit seasonal variations. The at the six stations (Table 3). A separate examination of

values of dry and wet refractivity, No and Nw, were cal- the dry and wet refractivity profiles was conducted.
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77.6 [ g ] , ,No=---_,, e,_exp -_(h- hm)RT.,,, .... 290exp(-Z/7)
-_ 340 exp (-Z/7)

= NDnexp [ g (h-h,,)] (10) 8o .... 290 exp (-Z/8)BT,,, _269 ( I - Z/42.7) 4 24

O AUG I EDWARD AFB

where A JAN I

1"3 AUG } MADRID
60 _ JAN I

N_ ° = dry surface refractivity % • APR WOOMERA '_
x

• MAY WAGGA

= dry refractivity at r,,, _ A JULY PRETORIA
s

40 12 <

• The profile in the first 10 km follows a polynomial of < \

power a - 1, while that in the next 20 km decays expo- \\
nentially under an approximately isothermal condition. "\
The average value of a - 1, based on the mean tempera- \\
ture profiles shown in Fig. 2, is about 4. This explains why 20 6

a quartic profile, as suggested by Hopfield (Ref. 6), has

closer agreement with the data than a simple exponential _.
profile does in the first 12.2 km (40,000 ft) (Fig. 3). The
quartic model deviates by an appreciable amount when 0 0
it is higher than 15.2 km (50,000 ft), whereas a second- 0 100 200 300
stage exponential model works nicely, as shown in Fig. 4. %

2. Wet refractivity profiles. As indicated in Ref. 1, the Fig. 3. Dry refractivity profiles
dominant error source in the zenith range tropospheric
correction computed from radiosonde data comes from
the variations in the wet component of refractivity Nw,
the equation for which can be rewritten in the following

I I i I

way: _5o

70 exp \ 6.4 /

e (11) --269 , 4-_.7N., = a.733x lO_T2 _

130 _ _ JAN I
or I J EDWARD AFB

_l_ • JULY 36_o

RH exp,,, 7.4475Te (12) x 11o LASVEOAS
N,. = 2.277 X 10' To L234.7 + T__I _- o JULY

so
According to the balloon data, the wet refractivity _' << 90

profiles are confined within the first 6.1 to 7.6 km (20,000

to 25,000 ft) of altitude where most of the water vapor in 24
the atmosphere is contained. The temperature and rela-
tive humidity for a particular area are known to have both 70 -
daily and seasonal variations; thus the wet refractivity Nw

computed from Eq. (12) should also have two types of _8
variations, as discussed below, s0 _ I

10 20 30 40

a. Short-term (daily) fluctuations. The actual daily flue- %

tuations in the wet component Nw can be found from the Fig.4. Dryrefractivityprofilesfor altitudeshigherthan
computed data from radiosonde balloon measurements. 15.3 krn(50,000 ft)
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seasonal variations in pressure and temperature resulting 6o _ i I 1 n_'_. J _ J

from local weather changes. As will be shown later, the (ol

magnitude of these low-altitude fluctuations is less than 5o j._;
the magnitude of the fluctuations of the wet component. 4o ///"" -

Since the shape of the profile of the dry component is frelatively steady in most portions of the troposphere, an 30
45o t

analytic expression for mapping the range effect down to -_ J_/ Ju,v AND15° NANNUAL
30 i,so

lower elevation angles may be derived. 20 iso.:._...

If we assume the atmosphere is in static equilibrium, is _0
spherically symmetrical, and obeys the perfect gas law,
then we can write the governing equations for the dry _ 0 I _ I I I _.'-_-_-. _ _ I

60 I I

part as _ (_) _._\.<

de so .." )2J.J ]'1"I

--Pg = dr (3) 40 .__'"

where P, p, and T are functions of r only, and where 2o ].._ J_o_¥ ANDSPR,NG/SALL

p = density of air l0 '_"-.......

P = pressure 0 I I '__'_ i I I160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300 320 340 360

T = absolute temperature TEMPERATURE, K

r = geocentric distance Fig. 2. Temperature-altitude profiles of the 30, 45, 60, and
75 deg N (a) July and 15 deg N mean annual Supplementary

/1 = gas content Atmospheres,(b) January and midlatitudespring/fall Supple-
mentary Atmospheres(from the U.S. Standard Atmosphere

g = gravitational acceleration Supplements,1966)

The temperature profile T(r) in the atmosphere de- If we assume that these conditions exist, then we can
pends on the thermal property of the atmosphere and the combine Eqs. (3), (4), (5), and (6) and integrate to get
heat balance of the earth. According to the measured

data from the U.S. Standard Atmosphere Supplements p = p,, (1 -)'h_ _ (7)
(1966), the temperature profiles in the troposphere can be T,, ]

classified as linearly decreasing up to about 10 km and LV g (h-h')dthen remaining fairly constant up to 30 krn (Fig. 2): P =Pm exp RT,.
(s)

T _ T,, - 3,(r - r,,), r,, < r < r,. (5) where a = g/TR; h = r - ro; P,,,, T., are the values of P
and T at r.,; and Po, To are conditions at to. Substituting

T _ T.,, r,,, < r < rt_,,oo (6) Eqs. (7) and (8) into the dry part of Eq. (1), we obtain the

where expression for dry refractivity profile:

-/= temperature lapse rate 77.6 To /

r, = surface altitude No - P = 77.6

r,,, = altitude where temperature becomes constant
with altitude

rt,.opo= outer edge of troposphere (about 40 km ) = Noo (1 = )'-_h) _-t (9)
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Figures 5 and 6 show the profiles of Nw above a meteoro- sponding plot (Fig. 6) shows that the summer weather

logical station for the first 6.1 km (20,000 ft), where N,, makes the wet component of refractivity very active and
is significant. Due to the limitation of space, only the fluctuating. The profiles in the rest of the year fall be-
summer and winter types of profiles are shown in these tween these two types of profiles, and they will be seen
figures, on the monthly mean profiles later.

The three stations in the northern hemisphere, Edwards The other three stations, in the southern hemisphere
Air Force Base in California, Yucca Flats in Nevada, and (Woomera and Wagga in Australia and Pretoria in South
Madrid in Spain, have very different types of' profiles Africa), show similar characteristics in the summer and

between summer and winter° About 10 days' data in winter type of profiles except that the fluctuations in
January, plotted in Fig. 5, reveals the average low profiles winter (June-August) are more active than those of the
and lesser daily fluctuations in winter, while the corre- northern hemisphere stations.

ALTITUDE, km

0 2 4 6

.... t ..... {.... } i .....I_ t .....t WETPA,T.,O_LESOET,OPOSP,E,E(W,.TE,_-._-.....r.....".....E'_'--,_-_--+-,--

,o i--@-

30

>
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0
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Fig. 5. Wet refractivity profiles for Edwards AFB in January 1967
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Fig. 8. Monthly mean profiles of wet refractivity, Madrid
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Fig.7. Monthlymeanprofilesof wetrefractivity,EdwardsAFB

the low altitude, where a maximum usually occurs at a (Ref. 7) recently made a comparison of the 2-year zenith

height of about 0.35 km (1000 ft) above the surface. It range effects at the six weather stations, and the results
should be noted that the magnitudes of short-term flue- showed good repeatability of the seasonal variations at
tuations in winter, spring, and fall are generally several each station. The results of this analysis also indicate that
times smaller than those of the long-term fluctuations. In the seasonal variations in the shape of both dry and wet
the summer, the short-term fluctuation becomes so active profiles repeat quite well based on 1967 and 1968 data.

that it is almost equal to the long-term fluctuation in Figures 5 and 6 and Figs. 9 and 10 give a sample of wet
magnitude° The range of standard deviations from the refractivity profiles in the same months of the two years.
monthly mean is shown in Table 5. It has higher devia- Their agreement is generally good. The differences be-
tions than the dry part. tween the 1967 and 1968 data are of the same magnitude

as that of the short-term fluctuations. This gives us eonfio

It is also important to examine the repeatability of the dence that a new calibration model with seasonal adjust-
seasonal variation at each station. Thuleen and Ondrasik ment can significantly reduce the uncertainties in range

and range rate calibrations caused by seasonal flueo
tuations.

Table5. Summaryof uncertainties(la) frommonthlymeanof
wetrefractivityat variousaltitudesforthe sixstations c. Uncertainty of range effect due to seasonal fluctua-

tions at various elevation angles. The range and range rate
1.88 km 8,66km 7.82 km corrections for the troposphere are derived directly from

Season Surface (6000 ft) (12,000 ft) (24,000 ft) the profiles of refractivity obtained from radiosonde
balloon measurement. Table 6 shows the average uncer-Summer 10to 17 7 to 10 5 to 8 0.5 to 1.5

months tainties (1 e) in range correction at various elevation

Winter 4.5 to 9 8.5 to 7.5 2.5 to 6 <0.5 angles of a fixed calibration model (2-year mean) and a
months seasonally adjusted model (monthly mean). Values in

Table 6 were computed by a ray trace program (Ref. 2)°
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Fig, 10. Wetrefractivityprofilesfor EdwardsAFBinJuly1968

It is seen that the fixed model based on the 2-year mean III. The Current TSAC Calibration Technique
profile at each station has an uncertainty of about 0.11 m A. Prediction From Surface Measurement
(5%) at zenith and 1.6 m (6.5%) at 5 deg of elevation
angle. When the monthly mean profiles are used, the It is expected that frequent radiosonde balloon mea-
uncertainty in the range correction is reduced by almost surements will reduce the uncertainty due to temporal
a factor of 3. The greatest part of the uncertainty is due fluctuations. However, it is not practically possible to take
to the fluctuations in the wet component. The values at balloon measurements as frequently as one desires, say,
zenith, as shown in Table 6, seem to agree with the results once every hour. Thus a method for predicting the pro-
in Ref. 1. files and zenith range effect through surface measure-
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Fig. 9. Wet refractivity profiles for Edwards AFB in January 1968
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with monthly means of the four parameters (P,,, (RH)o, _,, Table 9. Averaged surface weather parameters for DSS 41

and T,) obtained from 2 years (1967 and 1968) of radio-

sonde balloon measurements taken near the deep space Pressure,

stations (Ref. 10). To overcome the inadequacy of Eq. (14) Month mbar Temperature, Relative Lapse rate,

for the possible variations of RH with altitude, the monthly ( 102 N/m2 ) °C humidity, % °C/kin

means of (RH)o were averaged over each month. The 1 992.46 34.94 28.39 7.26

values of the monthly means calculated from the 2-year 2 994.72 28.68 80.29 5.79

data are tabulated in the Tables 7-11 for those deep space 3 1008.85 21.44 45.55 5.59

stations (DSSs 11, 12, 13, 14, 41, 42, 61, 62, 51). 4 1001.52 28.66 36.21 7.10

5 1003.90 18.92 47.09 5.86

Table 7. Averaged surface weather parameters for DSSs 6 1005.05 20.13 42.01 6.28
12 and 14 (11,a .13b) 7 1000.80 13.70 53.16 5.50

• 8 936.61 14.00 46.22 5.21

Pressure, 9 1001.92 18.68 34.18 5.61
Month mbar Temperature, Relative Lapse rate, 10 1000.70 21.37 31.37 5.75 "

(102 N/mZ) °C humidity, % °C/kin 11 997.60 19.70 36.62 5.86

1 906.72 20.08 19.30 6.20 12 996.81 24.97 36.69 6.14

2 906.66 18.12 27.83 6.74

8 902.70 16.18 27.48 6.53

4 900.03 16.16 25.04 6.08

5 898.66 20.78 29.78 7.01 Table 10. Averaged surface weather parameters for DSS 42

6 895.46 22.96 30.70 6.40

7 900.91 30.50 33.12 7.11 Pressure, Temperature, Relative Lapse rate,
8 900.54 31.60 35.61 7.53 Month mbar oc

( 102 N/m2 ) humidity, % °C/kin
9 899.64 23.41 43.84 6.25

10 904.38 27.96 21.29 6.23 1 946.50 22.24 46.39 5.59

11 903.62 19.28 28.14 6.00 2 950.80 23.24 37.79 5.69

12 902.58 12.54 30.26 6.18 3 948.60 20.99 39.87 5.71
4 943.50 15.29 47.96 5.25

aCorrections to DSS 11: pressure - 1.8 tuber; temperature -0.1*C. 5 949.60 12.21 55.23 5.51
bCorreetions to DSS 13: pressure -8.7 mbar; temperature -0.6"C. 6 951.20 14.22 46.89 6.14

7 952.40 10.42 62.16 6.00

8 944.50 9.52 76.16 6.30
Table 8. Averagedsurface weather parameters

for DSSs 61 and 62 9 951.40 13.22 63.95 6.29
10 949.20 16.10 54.92 6.01

11 945.10 17.22 50.61 5.56
Pressure,

Month rabar Temperature, Relative Lapse rate, 12 946.00 20.20 53.62 6.34
( 102 N/m2 ) °C humidity, % °C/kin

1 931.37 12.14 52.67 6.66

2 928.26 12.14 62.45 6.60

3 926.78 16.05 50.92 6.53 C. Standard Mapping Tables for Both Dry and Wet

4 923.12 13.97 67.05 6.72 Components

5 924.43 15.09 60.73 5.84 Once the zenith range correction is carefully deter-

6 927.58 20.08 52.80 6.25 mined, the next step is to map it down to lower elevation

7 926.55 27.13 39.27 6.55 angles by employing a correct refractivity profile.
8 925.93 24.13 48.57 6.23

9 926.18 21.05 57.18 6.01
A cursory examination of the sensitivity of the tropo-10 927.74 19.07 57.38 5.95

11 925.67 13.92 74.04 6.04 spheric range effect to the shape of the refractivity pro-
file has been made in Ref. 2. It indicates that for a slight12 929.24 11.42 60.41 6.09
variation in the refractivity profile, the effect on the ratio
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Table6. Uncertaintiesintroposphericzenithrangecorrection(one-way)basedonthe
two-yearradiosondeballoondata (in meters)

uApdry _rApwe t o'Aptota 1
y, deg

Fixed Na Variable Nb Fixed N_ Variable Nb Fixed Na Variable Nb

1 1.502 0.711 6.00 2.055 6.20 2.175

3 0.609 0.326 2.581 0.810 2.680 0.875

5 0.321 0.157 1.543 0.521 1.585 0.545

15 0.101 0.048 0.433 0.148 0.453 0.154

45 0.088 0.017 0.152 0.051 0.160 0.055

• 90 0.026 0.012 0.105 0.036 0.109 0.038

aFixed N based on 2-year average of surface weather data.
Wadable N based on monthly average of surface weather data.

ments that can be takeh frequently or even continuously range effect computed from Eq. (14) is 2.8 cm (1 _). Thus
becomes very helpful, the total zenith range effect can be predicted from surface

measurement with an accuracy approaching that obtained
Recently, Berman (Ref. 8) derived a set of formulas from radiosonde measurements° 1 Two of the four param-

which can predict the dry and wet component of the eters, Po and (RH)o, can be measured continuously at each
zenith range effect from ground surface measurement: tracking station; for example, the microbarograph mea-

sures surface pressure continuously.

apzd,.y = 2.276 P,, (13)

( c)2exp(ATo_B ) ThetemperaturelapserateyandTocanbeestimated_P%,et 0.566 (RH_.__._)1 - - from less frequent (perhaps every several days, or monthly
_ _°°_ C mean) radiosonde measurement. Another advantage of

(14) Eq. (13) is that it gives the dry zenith range effect of the
entire troposphere, while most of the radiosonde balloon

where data end at about 24.4 km (80,000 ft), and the contribuo
tion due to the rest of the troposphere has to be estimated.

_Pz = zenith range correction, m Besides, the balloon, instead of ascending along the zenith

P0 = surface pressure, bar (1 bar = 10s N/m 2) direction, may fly along a 30- to 45-deg elevation, due tothe local wind° Equation (14) is derived under the assumpo

3' = temperature lapse rate, K/km ti0n of constant RH. When RH varies drastically with
altitude, the wet zenith range effect should be obtained

To = linearly extrapolated surface temperature, K directly from radiosonde measurement.

(RH)o = surface relative humidity (0 __<(RH)o <_ 1)

A = 17.1486 B. Computed Monthly Mean From Two-Year Radiosonde

B = 4684.1331 Measurement
It has been shown that the seasonal variations of the

C = 38.45 refractivity profiles at each station repeat satisfactorily

Equation (13) is obtained under the assumption of static over a 2-year period. The tropospheric calibration for the
equilibrium, perfect gas of the troposphere, and constant MM'71 mission was made by using Eqso (13) and (14),
gravitation acceleration go If these assumptions are true,
Eq. (13) has the potential to predict the dry zenith range 1Later comparisons of the wet component estimate (as expressed in
effect with an uncertainty of ±2 mm for a precision of Eq. 14) with the radiosonde balloon results showed that errors aslarge as 5 cm can occur. However, a great part of this discrepancy
-+'1 mbar in surface pressure measurement (Ref. 9). can be attributed to the fact that the assumption of a constant
According to Ref. 8, the uncertainty of the wet zenith relative humidity at all altitudes is generally not true.
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Table 11. Averagedsurfaceweatherparametersfor DSS51 In case of bad weather, when the shape of the profile

from special balloon measurements is significantly dif-
Pressure, ferent from the quartic profile of Eq. (17), a special ray

Month mbar Temperature, Relative Lapse rate, tracing should be made for the mapping.
( I0= N/m z) *C humidity, % *C/km

1 855.74 22.11 47.06 4.82 The above calibration, which is based on Berman's
2 859.80 22.72 49.39 6.07 formula for zenith range correction from monthly mean

8 857.85 18.71 54.65 5.6S parameters and the mapping table for range correction at
4 856.01 21.53 42.52 6.80 lower elevation angles, was adopted as the new model for
5 860.60 18.02 89.61 5.84 tropospheric correction for orbit determination during
6 864.11 15.45 38.49 5.55 the Mariner Mars 1971 mission. The values of the standard
7 868.10 19.25 30.79 6.56 mapping table can be found in Ref. 11.

8 863.82 20.70 39.24 6.89

9 862.40 18.75 49.30 4.93 D. Computation of Range Correction
10 858.63 21.61 54.57 6.25
11 858.80 22.30 60.13 6.24 The one-way range correction can be computed by the
12 859.03 27.50 51.65 6.72 following expression:

ap(3') = apz,., ad,.y(y) + aOzw_tawot(y)

of mapping zenith range effect to lower elevation is very where Ra, r(r) and Rw_t(7) are the ratios [or mapping
small. According to measured data (Table 4), the varia- zenith range down to a given elevation ange 3'. They can

tions in the shape of the dry refractivity profile are insig- be obtained by interpolation from the standard mapping
nificantly small for most of the troposphere. Thus a mean table given in ReL 11. For approximate analysis, a simple
profile closely approximating the real data can be used to formula can be used for the mapping:
generate a standard table of scale factors. This table may

then be used to map the dry zenith range error down to a 1 (19)
3-deg elevation angle within 3% uncertainty. After fitting Rdry = A
the measured data with the previously derived function w_t sin _, +
(Eqs. 9 and 10), a best-fit profile for the dry portion of the tan 7 + B

refractivity is found: fA = 0.00143

dry _B = 0.0445

Ndry = 269 (1 -- h-_ 4, h < 12.2km (15) fA = 0.0003542°7 ] -- wet
"[B = 0.017

Ndry = 70 exp _-_" , h > 12.2 km The two formulas above are good to within 1% from

(16) the ray trace range correction for an elevation angle
higher than i deg. The value of the elevation angle _, can
be computed from the following formula:

Although the wet profiles were found to vary drastically
from time to time, most of them seem to have similar
monotonically decreasing shapes (Figs. 5 and 6). They can sin 3' = sin _ sin _ + cos 8 cos _ cos o,t (20)
be approximated by the following expression without loss
of significant accuracy, if the deviations in shape are not

where 8 is the spacecraft declination, ff is the latitude of

too great: the tracking station, and t is the time past the station
meridian. A simple computer subroutine is available for

Nw_t = Ns_--_3)' , h <__13kin (17) the tropospheric calibration of range and range rate based
on the emprical equation (Eq. 19) when the four param-
eters are known. This program is not recommended for

N_,_t = 0, h _< 13 km (18) values below i deg of elevation angle.
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Time and Polar Motion
H. FoFliegel and R. NoWimberly

Io Introduction reduced, and published polar motion and timing data
from cooperating national time services throughout the

This article discusses the time and polar motion call- world. However, the most recent published data have
bration support provided to the MMT1 mission. Spe- been from 40 to 70 days old, and errors due to extrapolato

cifically, it describes the data-gathering system and the ing such data were often 1 to 3 m. Beginning in 1971, JPL
data-processing system by which calibrations were ob- sponsored a contract with BIH to obtain time and latitude
tained. An introductory discussion of the effects of timing data from at least 12 cooperating observatories by teletype,
and polar motion error on spacecraft navigation, along as soon as obtained, to provide the world's first rapid time

with a description of the system used to support Mariners and polar motion service. Another important benefit of
6 and 7, is given in ReL 1. A complete discussion of the this service was to reduce the random error in UTI to

way in which timing is used in orbit determination is less than 5 ms. Systematic errors of any one observatory
given in Ref. 2. tended to average out; bad weather in any one part of the

world did not seriously affect the service; and real-time
The need for increased accuracy in determining Deep measurements of polar motion improved the accuracy of

Space Network (DSN) coordinates to support MM'71 UT1, which was computed therefrom.
made necessary two major changes at JPL in obtaining
timing and polar motion parameters. The first major The second major change in JPL procedure was to
change from the procedure used to support MM'69 was replace the former TPOLY computer program with the
to secure astronomical data from a worldwide network of PLATO system and a variety of supporting programs.
observatories rather than from the United States Naval Very stringent requirements were imposed on the ability

Observatory (USNO) alone. The primary reason for this of the system to detect bad data, to indicate sudden
change was to obtain polar motion values with standard changes in the earth's rotation or in polar motion, and to
deviation not exceeding 0.7 m, according to the committed avoid those "roller coaster" oscillations of a fitted curve
TSAC error budget. Polar position cannot be obtained by which result from using higher-order terms in the fit that
United States observatories alone. For many years, the are not statistically significant. Since timing parameter
Bureau International de rHeure (BIH) had collected, decks were generated for this mission virtually on a real-
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time basis, an error-flee system, coupling a flexible output weight. Weights in the BIH system are inversely pro-
format with numerous internal and external checks for portional to the squares of the measured standard devia-
accuracy, became essential, tions of the data and are chosen to be the squares of

integers; for example, in the timing solutions for the year
1969, ten stations had weight 49, ten had weight 25, six

II. The BIH Rapid Time and Polar Motion had weight 16, and the sum of the weights of all the rest
Service was only 114. These weights, of course, are far greater

for modern instruments observing stars of well-determined

The Bureau International de l'Heure is the agency positions than for either the older types of visual instru-
sponsored by the International Astronomical Union (IAU) ments or for new observatories just beginning to estab-
and the International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics lish their catalogs. Thus, the 10 observatories of weight 49
(IUGG) to collate, reduce, and publish timing data from contribute more than half the total weight of the final
all cooperating national time services throughout the solution for time, and a similar situation obtains for lati-
world, and by means of such data to secure scientifically tude. Therefore, an effieient and reasonably accurate

accurate and internationally accepted standards of time. rapid Service can be organized by obtaining data by tele-
The BIH receives support from the Federation of Astro- type from only those observatories of high weight. Further-
nomical and Geophysical Services (FAGS), which is more, since the systematic errors of these observatories
assisted by UNESCO. By resolution of the IAU, BIH uses persist from year to year, they can be measured from the
its astronomical data to solve both for UT1 and for the final solution for previous months and corrected in
instantaneous coordinates X and Y of the terrestrial pole, advance. Thus, the accuracy of the BIH Rapid Service
which three quantities specify the orientation of the earth can be made even greater than the weights of the con-
in space. Published final values of these quantities appear tributing observatories alone would indicate. Such, then,

in BIH Circular D about one month after observation, is the strategy of the Service: first, to select for participa-
However, since the causes of the variation of the earth's tion well-established observatories, and, second, to apply
rotation are many and are not completely known, the systematic corrections based on past performance. Note
parameters of that rotation, UT1, X, Y, cannot be pre- that even observatories which do not contribute directly
dieted accurately in advance, and the time-lag between to the Rapid Service are important to it, for they help
observation and publication had been a vexing source determine the systematic corrections to those which do.
of error to many users. In particular, JPL could not use
Circular D information for real-time mission operations. The BIH reduced the data from the observatories con-

Therefore, Dr. Bernard Guinot, the director of BIH, de- tributing to its Rapid Service by the same procedures it

eided to enlist the cooperation of a limited number of uses to prepare Circular D or the Rapport Annuel; thus
highly accurate time and latitude observatories to form all BIH publications are on the same system. Rapid
the world's first rapid time and polar motion service. (The Service reductions were made at 3.5-day intervals, rather
strategy is somewhat similar to that of the old Rapid than at the 5-day intervals used for Circular D. Each week
Latitude Service, but the present service embraces time until about mid-October 1971, BIH computed straight-
and polar motion in a single solution.) line segments (initial values and rates) that characterized

the behavior of X, Y, and UT1 during that week, and

One must distinguish between the astronomical service teletyped them to JPL. It was not practical for BIH to
itself, which is exclusively a BIH function currently force the values at the beginning of one week to agree
financed by JPL, and the use of the service to provide with the values at the end of the previous week, since raw
machine-readable timing and polar motion parameter time and latitude data are notoriously noisy, and fie-
decks suitable for space missions, which is a joint effort quently an apparent upward trend one week was shown
between BIH and JPL. We will speak of the former as by the following week's data to have been an illusion.
the BIH Rapid Service, and of the latter as the JPL-BIH Thus, straight-line segments were not joined at the

Operation. ends; they constituted a discontinuous function. Near the
end of October 1971, BIH proposed a slightly different

The BIH Rapid Service hinges on the cooperation of a operation. Rapid Service timing values were estimated
select list of observatories. Data from 76 observatories for the current week according to a more or less eon-
were included in the BIH Circular D solutions for time tinuous function; and, if new data showed that those

and/or latitude in 1969 (the year of the Mariner 6 and 7 values could be improved, a new set of estimates was
missions), but the observatories were far from equal in sent for the same week. Thus, on November 11, 3 days
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before encounter, BIH warned us that the earth had been Communications Network (NASCOM) via London_

slowing down more rapidly than previous estimates had and issued new decks daily when required. The
showed, and that 5 ms should be subtracted from all NASCOM link proved so inexpensive and efficient

previously teletyped values. One might compare the BIH that we stopped all commercial teletype messages
Rapid Service to a Weather Bureau issuing a 48-h fore- by November 8o
cast, a 24-h forecast_ and a 12-h forecast, with the under-
standing that a later forecast always supplants the earlier. (2) Verification of the BIH data would be accom-

plished by comparing their raw data from the
The important point of difference is that one always United States Naval Observatory with our own
knows what the weather is, and only the future is un-

independently collected data from the same sources°
certain; but one does not know exactly what the earth is The BIH raw data consisted of copies of the data
doing now because of the noise on the data, and even sheets submitted by each observatory (including

•real-time estimates must be revised, the USNO) contributing to the Rapid Service. We
then reduced the raw astronomical measurements

III. The JPL-BIH Operation: The PLATO of time and latitude to X, Y, and UT1 and como

System pared these measurements to the data we normally

The general requirements on timing and polar motion get from the USNO at Washington and Richmond.

for all deep space mission support are as follows: The reduction was made by program THALES
(Time Handling And Latitude Evaluation System),

(1) The quantities UT1, X, and Y should be specified which computes the check sums which verify that
in the form of functions, readily computable, con- the data has been received properly, computes X,
tinuous in the first derivative. Y, and UT1 for each batch of data corrected to

(2) The precision of computation should be as high as whatever epoch the operator supplies by NAME-
the best available data warrants. For example, for LIST input, and lists the residuals of each observa-
the MM'71 mission, the standard deviations of the tion from the mean solution, computing the largest
computed X and Y of polar position were not to residual, the mean residual, and the standard devia-

exceed 0.7 m, and that of timing was not to exceed tion for each observatory.

4 ms. (3) To avoid copying errors, only the original output

(3) Parameters should be predicted and supplied as deck from the 1108 computer was issued to mission
far in advance as possible, but it is especially personnel, and each such deck was checked for
important that unexpected changes in the earth's cards out of order, inconsistent labels, and the like
rotation be reported as rapidly as possible, by a program called CYNIC (Checklisting Yes-No

Indicator of Consistency).
(4) Since the timing and polar motion routines form

only a tiny part of the orbit determination program, (4) To make certain that timing data could be delivered
and since no one person can have an intuitive feel even in emergencies when the fairly intricate pro-
for all the factors entering into a given day's solu- gram PLATO might not be operable, a simple
tion for spacecraft position, it is essential that oper- backup program was written called STOIC (Stand-
ations be fully automatic, with high redundancy by Timing Operation In Contingencies). Although
and numerous safeguards to avoid error. STOIC has a very rigid output format with none of

the versatility of PLATO, it proved faster to run

In order to accomplish these general requirements, we and more nearly foolproof against operator error,
imposed the following special data reduction procedures and was used to generate PLATO-style decks be-
for the MM'71 mission: ginning November 1, 1971.

(1) All timing and polar motion data for mission opera-
tions were to be supplied in a single deck, called a IV. Performance of the JPL-BIH Operation
PLATO deck (PLATform Observables). Each week

The following four sets of numbers characterize the
during the normal cruise and orbiting phases of the precision of the operation.
mission, a new deck was issued, based on the latest

data from BIH, supplanting the old deck. During (1) The standard deviations of the Rapid Service values
a week prior to course correction or encounter, we received by teletype from the final values adopted
received data daily from BIH over the NASA by BIH and published in Circulars D.
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From June through November, 1971, the standard BIH data were received daily and a new deck
deviations are issued. The daily serviee during crucial periods is

required because extrapolation over 3 to 10 days
ax = 0'.'0126 = 0.390 m would increase timing errors by 1 to 2½ ms and

_r_,= 0'.'0198 = 0.612 m polar errors by 0.001 to 0.003 are seconds (equal to
3 to 10 cm) in each coordinate. The additional polar_'vr_ = 2.23 ms = 0.845 m at Goldstone
error is negligible, but the timing error is not.

(2) The standard deviations of the values for the current
month on the PLATO decks delivered to the mis- (4) The standard deviations of the final values adopted

sion from the final values published in Circular D. by BIH and published in Circular D, the standard
of reference for the above three items, from the

The values appearing on the 12 weekly decks issued true values of time and pole.

from October 12 through December 22 give Biases between BIH polar coordinates and those
ax = 0'.'0078 = 0.241 m from other independent sources are typically 0.8 to

1.7 m (Ref. 3). Thus, the systematic errors in polar
err = 0'.'0149 = 0.461 m coordinates are expected to exceed the random

avrl = 2.86 ms = 1.08 m at Goldstone errors by factors of 2 to 4. Systematic errors of 2 or

3 ms are expected to be introduced into BIH timingThese sigma values can be smaller than those

quoted under Item (1), above, because the Rapid by ,catalog errors (Ref. 4); hence the systematic
Service numbers are raw values, whereas the errors are about equal to the random errors.
PLATO decks contain values from the fit to a

simple model contained in program STOIC. In V. Conclusions
fact, ,these sigma values are so small that the limit

to the precision attainable by the DPODP (Double- The standard cteviations of timing and polar motion
Precision Orbit Determination Program) is set by information supplied to the MMT1 mission were cut to
the width of the interval over which the program about half those of previous missions by means of the
performs Hermitian interpolation, an interval made BIH Rapid Service and the PLATO system. Random

three times wider for polar motion (in current oper- errors in timing were at the 1-m level, and in polar coor-
ation, 3 months) than for timing, dinates were definitely below 1 m. Further improvements

(3) The standard deviations of extrapolated values in navigational accuracy require a means of removing the

given on PLATO decks from the final values pub- systematic errors in the optical data by advanced tech-
lished in Circular D. niques, such as VLBI.

Decks containing all data through the previous We are continuing to generate timing decks on the
Tuesday were normally issued to mission personnel same weekly schedule used to support Mariner 9. They
each Thursday, except during crucial mission are currently being used for Pioneer 10 navigation, ad-
periods, such as the week prior to maneuver (orig- vanced predictions for "moon-bounce" timing synehroni-
inally scheduled for October 26, 1971) and the zation, lunar laser timing predictions, and the extended
week prior to encounter (November 14, 1971), when Mariner 9 mission.
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Calibration Effects on Orbit Determination
G. A. Madrid, F. B. Winn, J. W. Zielenbach, and K. B. Yip

I. Introduction II. Charged Particle Calibration Results

This article discusses the effects of the charged particle The primary benefit of calibrating doppler for charged
and tropospheric calibrations on the orbit determination particle effects was expected to be the improvement of
(OD) process. The preparation of these calibrations is dis- short arc solutions just prior to or subsequent to a ma-

cussed in separate articles in this report° 1 These articles neuver. It was predicted that the Mariner 9 solutions at
describe the techniques used to obtain estimates of the E - 30 days (final maneuver) would have a 1_, uneer-
group delay effects of the charged and neutral media on a tainty of about 60 km due to charged particle effects over

radio signal. The calibration process consisted of correct- a 2-week span. Since the mission required an 83.3 krn,
ing the doppler observables for the media effects, la navigation accuracy at this point, the calibrations

promised to be a decisive factor in determining the
Calibrated and uncalibrated doppler data sets were parameters for this maneuver. The maneuver was never

used to obtain OD results for past missions as well as performed because Mariner 9 was well within the ac-

Mariner Mars 1971. Comparisons of these doppler reduc- curacy required at E - 30 days. Thus, the need to
tions show the significance of the calibrations. For the demonstrate the improvement that could be realized from

MM'71 mission, the media calibrations proved themselves a short-are fit never arose. The most important test of the
effective in diminishing the overall B-plane 2 error and re- calibrations came during the fitting of a long arc of data
ducing the doppler residual signatures. (July 7 to September 26), which was collected prior to

the scheduled maneuver date. Predictions for the long-arc

1"Charged Particles," by G. A. Madrid, and "The Tropospheric effect placed the uncertainty at 33 km, la. This is in
Calibration Model for Mariner Mars 1971," by C. C. Chao. accord with a study by Reynolds, Mottinger, and Ondrasik

ZAplane normal to the approach asymptote used to estimate aiming (Ref. 1), who predicted plasma effects for MM'71 of 18 km
accuracy (see Fig. 1 ). for a 32-day arc and 35 km for a 6-day arc, using simulated
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APPROACHAIMING _ was used extensively because of the lack of acceptable
P_NEATMARS _ DRVID data. "lTo determine the effects of the calibrations,

three types of runs (Table 1) were made over the same

• data:

(1) A set of runs using only the uncalibrated doppler.

(2) A set of runs using the calibrated doppler (corn-

HYPERBOLIC bined DRVID and Faraday, and Faraday alone).
TRAJECTORY

,,, ,7 . (3) A set of runs in which the calibrations were the only
(_..q,. ;_ _ residuals, so as to isolate the calibration effects.

-\v--v,-,
i. --t" 1 1 _ --_I ,,--_N" N , _ Two major sets of data were used to perform this study:

S(PARALLELTO _ I _)N_/
APPROACH X I i" \ (1) Set DF contained all the doppler data from July 7
ASYMPTOTE) _ I.J'_B "_ to September 26 for which either DRVID or

_Mll T Faraday calibrations were available.

APPROACH (2) Set F contained all the doppler data from July 7 to
ASYMPTOTE September 26 for which Faraday calibrations alone

(o)B_s _ were available.
(b) R-T PLANECONTAINS B
(c)T ISPARALLELTOECLIPTIC _ Although these two sets have many points in common,
(d)R LIESINSOUTHERN CELESTIALHEMISPHERE "_
(e)R-S-TFORMA RIGHT-HANDEDSET there are differences due to the distinct acquisition pattern

of the two types of calibrations.
Fig. 1. Aiming plane coordinate system

To evaluate the calibrations at lower eievation angles,
data. For a particular short arc of 14 days reported in each of the above sets was considered both with 15 deg
Section C, we observed changes in the targeting coor- and 5 deg as the minimum allowable elevation angle To.
dinated ranging from 180 to 200 km.

Orbit determination solutions for these runs were ob-

A. Calibration Strategy for Long Data Arcs tained using the Orbit Determination Program (ODP)

S. K. Wong, S. Reinbold, G. Sievers, and J. W. Zielen- (Ref. 2). The solution parameter sets chosen for each ofthese runs are described in Table 2. The ODP solutions
bach first applied charged particle calibration to the orbit

and statistics are dependent on the following weightingdetermination of Mariner 9 in early July. They were able
model (Ref. 2):

to calibrate 67 ten-minute doppler points acquired during

June with differenced range vs integrated doppler 18 . //'66"'l. -_
(DRVID) data taken during the same period. Theirre- _={_r,o[l+ (_.1)2]

V--(
suits indicated that calibration of these 67 points changed Tc ]
the B-plane parameter estimate by 12 km in B'R and

10 km in B. T (a B-distance change of approximately 16 where
km). On September 27, the authors began calibrating all

data in the span from July 7 to September 26 and deter- a_o -- the standard deviation associated with the data
mining the effects on the OD solutions. (hertz)

3' = the elevation angle (degrees)
The strategy for applying the calibrations was that

Faraday rotation corrections would be used in lieu of ,c = the count time (seconds)
DRVID for those passes where the DRVID data did not
exist or was otherwise deficient2 Faraday rotation data Doppler observables acquired at the lower elevation

angles are given less weight because of the greater un-
certainties in the tropospheric and ionospheric effects.

3Doppler data was discarded outside the region of acceptable
DRVID or Faraday rotation calibrations. Partial DRVID passes

were not completed with Faraday rotation data, *See "Charged Particles," by G. A. Madrid.
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Table 1. Runidentifications

Data set DF Data set F
(combined calibration) (Faraday only)

Data type

7o -> 15 deg 70 ->5 deg "/o _ 15 deg 70 ->5 deg

Uncalibrated doppler, _ I_Fz5 D_F5 F'15 F"_5
/% 2% 2x _,%

Calibrated doppler, A DF15 DF 5 F15 F5
o o o o

Calibrations only, o DFz5 DF 5 F15 F_

• Table 2. Orbitdetermination solution parameter set the corrections to the B-plane coordinates B. R and B" T
as well as the resultant correction to B. Table 4 tabulates

Solution Parameter ODP symbola the solutions obtained by treating the calibrations as theo o

A Mariner 9 heliocentric stateb X, Y, Z, :_, _, 7. only residuals (DF, F).

Mariner 9 heliocentric state X, Y, Z, :_,Y, Z To facilitate analysis, the results were plotted on the
B Solarpressure GR, GX,GY B-plane with arrows drawn from the uncalibrated doppler

Mass of the earth's moon GMM solutions to the calibrated solutions for each of the solve-

Mariner 9 heliocentric state X, Y, Z, :_, _', ;_ for parameter sets defined in Table 2. Solid-line arrows
C Solarpressure GR, GX, GY connect solutions with 15 deg elevation angle data while

Attitude control force ATAR, ATAX,ATAY the dotted-line arrows connect those that include data

Mariner 9 heliocentric state X, Y, Z, :_, Y, Z down to 5 deg.
Solarpressure GR, GX, GY

D DSS 12 location CU12, CU12, LO12 Figure 2 presents the solutions using the combined
DSS 14location CU14, CU14, LO14 DRVID and Faraday calibratable data set. Figure 3

shows the results for the data calibratable by Faraday
Mariner 9 heliocentric state X, Y, Z, :_, Y,7. data only. Figure 4 combines the information in Figs. 3
DSS i2 location CU12, CU12, LO12 and 4 by differencing the combined data set (DP) effects

E DSS 14 location CU14, CU14, LO14 from the Faraday only (F) effects. Figure 5 shows the
Massof earth's moon GMM AB. R and _xB•T values that arise from cases/_Fs, I_F15,
Solarpressure Grt, GX, GY F,_,and F15 and indicates the contributions of the calibra-
Mariner 9 heliocentric state X, Y, Z, :_, _',Z tions themselves.
Solarpressure GR, GX, GY

F DSS 12 location CU12, CU12, LO12 The "C" and "F" solution sets are not represented in
DSS 14 location CU14, CU14, LO14 any of these plots because they were not felt to be realistic
Attitude. control force ATAR, ATAX,ATAY results. There were gas leaks present and the doppler-only
Mass of the earth's moon GMM arcs under investigation here could not determine them

well. The "anomalous" solutions are predictable by co°_ODP symbols used to represent parameters. A more de-
tailed description of parameters is available in Ref. 2. variance analysis, but an explanation of why the state

bReferenced to earth equator and equinox of 1950.0. behaves the way it does will require an in-depth study of
the correlations between the calibrations and the attitude

control and solar pressure forces in the data. The results

B. Analysis of Long-Arc Results of such a study will be reported at a later date.

Tables 3 and 4 provide a compendium of the solutions In Fig. 2, the results with the set DF data indicate that
obtained from the long-arc calibrations over the period calibrations cause the B •R coordinates to move from 10
from July 7 to September 26, 1971. to 35 km, depending on the solution set, and all the solu-

tions except the "state only" (A) solutions converge to
Table 3 presents the solutions for runs that use the within 20 km of each other. It is of interest to note that all

actual doppler data (I_F, D_F, _, 9). The results include solutions except those with solar pressure parameters (B)
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Table 3. Solutions for calibrated doppler

Solution B B • R B • T Solution B B • R B • T

CaseD"Fln Case _(_
A 8297.88 6111.08 5612.60 A 8827.54 6157.16 5606.91

B 8807.16 6149.85 5585.64 B 8308.64 6158.24 5570.14

C 8252.36 6187.51 5460.40 C 8314.98 6271.76 5459.80

D 8301.78 6140.36 5587.08 D 8270.93 6120.82 5563.27

E 8300.25 6139.65 5585.59 E 8290.97 6139.07 5572,43

F 8269.59 6218.97 5450.74 F 8266.59 6229.73 5488.87

Case D'_F5 Case "F_
• A 8301.21 6115.61 5613.82 A 8886.12 6167.44 5608.86

B 8318.01 6162.89 5578.98 B 8808.69 6167.65 5567.26

C 8272.02 6219.48 5458.84 C 8404.10 6885.18 5464.84

D 8289.18 6126.97 5588.08 D 8250.00 6092.97 5562.21

E 8290.59 6127.71 5584.86 E 8266.11 6610.97 5570.76

F 8271.88 6209.88 5464.61 F 8814.83 6314.14 5409.99

Case DF_5 Case F15
A 8314.01 6181.10 5615.86 A 8821.92 6148.80 5608.28

B 8818.66 6162.88 5587.46 B 8802.74 6150.40 5577.46

C 8240.51 6157.52 5476.40 C 8867.85 6281.44 5528.50

D 8824.48 6170.84 5589.85 D 8260.64 6102.57 5567.48

E 8825.64 6170.50 5589.88 E 8281.00 6121.68 5576.79

F 8261.20 6208.17 5556.01 F 8808.09 6227.16 5492.15

Case DF 5 Case F5
A 8815.95 6188.52 5615.59 A 8324.71 6151.28 5609.15

B 8818.81 6166.29 5588.86 B 8808.24 6152.52 5576.01

C 8271.98 6186.09 5491.62 C 8468.12 6898.40 5589.41

D 8810.76 6154.08 5585.40 D 8234.14 6068.56 5565.40

E 8811.32 6158.54 5586.66 E 8250.19 6082.47 5574.98

F 8258.52 6177.54 5478.48 F 8856.58 6812.15 5476.16

have a very small component of change in the B • T on the noncommon points than to the location of the non-

(equivalent to right ascension) direction, common points themselves. Although the solutions sets

B, D, and E do not demonstrate the same behavior, this

In Fig. 3, the solutions decrease from the uncalibrated may be understandable because none of their additional

position by 10 to 30 km, again depending on the solution parameters is particularly well determined in this portion

set selected. The solutions here remain dispersed at about of the cruise. A more substantial explanation will derive

100 kin of one another in the B.R direction and within from further analysis.
10 km in the B' T direction.

One is tempted to attribute the difference between the An evaluation of the absolute accuracy of the calibra-

uncalibrated solutions of Figs. 2 and 3 to the difference tions relative to the aim plane was not possible, due to the
in the number and location of data points in sets DF and lack of a standard. The most accurate determination of the

F. However, in Fig. 3, we see that for the "state only" spacecraft's final position on the B-plane prior to insertion

(A) solutions, the calibrations move the results for the was based on a trajectory whose terminus was within the
different data sets to within 20 km of each other. We radius of influence of Mars and that utilized a more

must conclude that the previous difference in results using precise planetary ephemeris. Other estimates based on

two data sets was due more to the absence of calibrations data arcs roughly corresponding to ours obtained solu-
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Table 4. Solutions for calibrations only 6100 I , ,, / ,

Solution _B 4( B • R) A( B • T) , _ A
o !

Case DFa5 D(DV5) I/A 21.56 21.48 1.26

B 21.50 21.30 -2.96 /,'_", *A(eFs)
C 51.08 16.79 48.18 !(D'_ls)/A(6FIs) ' _'
D 26.92 26.45 - 4.99

E 26.91 26.46 - 4.92 _ (DF'15)

F 12.95 -2.39 12.73
o0

o

Case DF_ 6150
l A

A 16.42 16.40 0.87 ,E(DF5)

B 5.88 5.88 0.21 B(D_ D(D'F15)
C 77.12 12.98 76.02

D 19.22 18.68 -4.58 .... MINIMUM ELEVATION 5 de_

E 19.18 18.66 -4.47 --MINIMUM ELEVATION15deg

F 36.14 -25.11 25.99
o

Case FI_ 6200 I I I
5650 5600

A 1.83 0.i1 1.88 B'T, km
B 3.35 1.85 2.79

C 142.60 75.13 121.21 Fig. 2. Charged particle effects on MM'71 B-plane solutions
D 32.81 -32.54 -4.17 (Combined DRVID and Faraday calibrations)

E 31.94 -31.72 -3.77

F 92.73 22.98 89.84

o charged particles on the OD solution were determined

Case F,_ by replacing the actual doppler residuals with the ex-

A 14.45 -14.30 -2.06 pected effect on the doppler observables. These estimates

B 13.02 -11.56 6.00 of the effects were derived from Faraday rotation data
c 156.60 80.78 134.16 taken at DSS 13.
D 44.79 -44.39 -5.97

E 44.47 44.09 -5.79 The results of this short-arc study indicate that if the

F 101.71 18.90 99.94 data just prior to encounter is not included, ionospheric

calibrations could cause changes in the targeting plane

tions within the area of our solutions, but because of that exceed 200 km (state only solution, Table 5). When

differences in their application they were not considered the solution set includes the observing station's location

suitable for this purpose. It may be noted that the pre- parameters the changes in the targeting plane remain at a

dictions of the long-arc effects for MM'71 (33 km) were 180-km level. The latter result merely indicates that the

corroborated, in that we observed effects averaging 30 km. state and station parameters were insufficiently correlated
with the ionospheric effects to be absorbed into the solu-

A plan for establishing a standard has been devised, tion. Inclusion of the encounter data produced a more

and a program for establishing the absolute accuracy of predictable result, namely, that charged particle effects
these calibrations will be undertaken in conjunction with on navigation became negligible due to the increased

our ongoing investigation into the short-arc effects, influence of the planetary mass on the trajectory.

C. Preliminary Short-Arc Results D. Conclusions

A study of the effect of the ionosphere alone was per- The preceding discussion has established the effective-

formed on data obtained in the period from November 1, ness of charged particle calibration for both long- and

1971 to November 14, 1971. Tests were first run without short-arc fits. The long-arc fit made over a period of 80

including the day of encounter (November 14, 1971) and days showed changes of from 20 to 35 km in the targeting

then inclusive of that day's data. The effects of ionospheric plane. The 14-day short-arc fit indicated possible effects
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Table 5. Ionospheric effect on state and station location solutions in the OD process

Ionospheric effect Magnitudes of B vectors
Solution Parameter

Nov. 1-Nov. 18 arc Nov. 1-Nov. 14• arc Nov. 1-Nov. 18 are Nov. 1-Nov. 14 arc

Ab 8217.40 km 8896.20 km

X 169.50 km -8.26 km

Y -478.51 km -421.53 km

Z 344.67 km 590.69 km

-0.126 × 10 -4 km/s -0.162 × 10-5 km/s

"_ 0.118 X lO-4km/s -0.312 X lO-4km/s

• }; 0.157 x lO-a km/s 0.125 X 10-a km/s

B .T -282.38 km 0.173 km

B • R - 16.52 km -0.570 km

Bc 8844.61 km 8396.50 km

X -585.79 km 8.80 km

Y 886.10 km - 19.97 km

Z -48.76 km 14.07 km

0.557 X 10-0 km/s -0.618 × 10-6 km/s

--0.112 × 10-a krn/s 0.186 × 10-'_km/s

-0.667 X 10 -4 km/s 0.499 × 10-5 km/s

B • T - 182.88 km -0.024 km

B • R 114.47 km -0.001 km

Arsd 2.30 m 8.52 m

AXe --4.12 m 4.92 m

aMars encounter on Nov. 14, 1971.

bState only.
estate and station location.

dDistance from the spin axis.
eLongitude of the DSS.

of from 180 to 200 km if the day immediately preceding MM'71 mission. Corrections produced by this model were

encounter was not included in the fit. applied to both simulated and real tracking data during

the OD process. The results of these tests indicate that:
The long-arc effects, while substantially smaller in

magnitude than those for the short arc are important in (1) The new model is, in fact, an improvement over

that they demonstrate the consistency and convergence of that used in past missions.

OD solutions where charged particle effects have been (2) The real data fits reveal that the new model does

applied. The short-arc results, while requiring further not remove all of the elevation observed minus corn-

study, indicate that fits over short data spans late in the puted observables (O-C) residual signature be-

mission, especially after a maneuver, could be critical in lieved due to refraction.

determining the accuracy of planetary approach. (3) The calibrations are more important for short data

arcs (10 days) than for long data arcs (30 days).

III. TroposphericRefractionCalibrationResults A. AGeneralConsideration: Residual Signatures

The effectiveness of the new tropospheric seasonal All doppler data acquired at low terrestrial elevations

model was evaluated by tests prior to and during the (< 25 deg)exhibit elevation-dependent signatures. These
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PARAMETER MINIMUM ELEVATION 15 deg MINIMUM ELEVATION 5 deg

SETCODE UNCALIBRATED CALIBRATED UNCALIBRATED CALIBRATED

DFIF46 L_ DF1
.... 7 ' OF_• .fD(Fs) 7.20 \117.76

-5.69 -7.08 -4.96 F -6.44

^15)_ID(F B DF

IF E6101 , j._// +18.39 -12.43 OF J_-13.77

D(F5_/ /~, L_..V F _:a4.76-14.5 DF-10.0 -11.72 F DF-7.85

_ / E(F"-5) CONVENTION -_F
R, km FD(g15)

i 7.77 F I [

__12 4.0A(_15) 0.
DF -23.81 DF -21,87 DF -20.87 DF -20._B(_Is)//,

- I
I

I A(_5) E 1.17

/ B(_5) -48.8 _]F i
F -20.74 I

,,_T -0.58 I' I.... MINIMUM ELEVATION 5 cleg DF -13.16 DF -10.59 DF -13.6 DF -12.18
-- MINIMUM ELEVATION 15deg PARAMETERSETCODES:

A = STATEONLY

620C I I l I t i B = STATE, SOLAR PRESSURE,MASS OF MOON

5550 5600 D = STATE, SOLAR PRESSURE,DSS LOCATION

B.T, km E = STATE, SOLAR PRESSURE,DSS LOCATION, MASS OF MOON

VECTOR REPRESENTSRESULTANT
Fig. 3. Chargedparticleeffectson MM'71 B-planesolutions OF AB • R AND AB • T DUE TO CHANGE

(Faraday calibrations only) FROM F TO DF SET

DIRECTION OF VECTOR INDICATES SIGN OF CHANGES

Fig. 4. Comparisonof chargedparticle B-plane effects upon
changingfromthe Faradayset (F) to the combineddata set(DF)
of dopplerdata
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CALIBRATIONS
APPLIED MINIMUM ELEVATION 15 deg MINIMUM ELEVATION 5 deg

-4.99 -4.92

1"2"--6 -2"96 _ _ I -4.53-4.4_l,y 0DRVID _ o _ _ ,I

AND _ _ _ o 0.21 _
FARADAY ! _ co

A B D E A B D 18.66 E

CONVENTION
-5.8

ZlB• I:1, km -2.06

-4.17 -3.77

FARADAY Z'B"T"_' krn J

• ON LY

_. ,
o I-_I.o 6.00

cj_ •m,=::::::::_ l

A B D E A B D/E

SOLUTION PARAMETERSETCODES: VECTOR REPRESENTSRESULTANTOF
A = STATEONLY AB. R AND AB.T EFFECTS

B = STATE, SOLAR PRESSURE,MASS OF MOON DIRECTION OF VECTOR INDICATES QUADRANT

D = STATE, SOLAR PRESSURE,DSS LOCATION VERTICAL REPRESENTSB• R DIRECTION
ON SCALE 0.62 cm = 10 km

E = STATE, SOLAR PRESSURE,DSS LOCATION, MASS OF MOON
HORIZONTAL REPRESENTSB•T DIRECTION
ON SCALE 0.62 cm = 1 km

Fig.5. Chargedparticleeffectsasseenon B-planeforvarioussolutionsets

elevation-dependent structures are present in the after- Table 6 shows the second moment (if2), _(O-C)Vn, of

the-fit residuals of the tracking data of all past missions residuals resulting from least-square fits to 14-day arcs of
examined-Mariners 2, 4, 5, and 6, Surveyors 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 2-way, S-band doppler radiometric data from Surveyors 5,
and 7, and the Lunar Orbiters (Ref. 3). 6, and 7. All the doppler was calibrated for charged

particle effects. The solution parameters were:
Terrestrial error sources known to produce such doppler

error signatures are the troposphere and ionosphere. Other 2_¢= selenographic longitude o£ lunar landed Sur-
unknown error sources may exist-and most certainly do- veyor
but it is solely refraction that is under investigation here

and other error sources are not considered in the real ¢¢ = selenographic latitude of lunar landed Surveyor
tracking data analysis.

;_vss = geocentric longitude of the DSS
B. Comparison With Past Missions

rfl_ss = distance of the DSS from the earth's spin axis
The after-the-fit, doppler O-C residuals from the

Surveyors reveal elevation-dependent structures. These The second moments, #2, are reduced on the average bystructures are present (1) regardless of the ODP _ solution
70% when the MM'69 refraction model is replaced by the

parameter set chosen, and (2) despite the application of MM'71 model. It is o£ interest to note that when 14 days
tropospheric refraction 6 and ionospheric charged particle r of doppler data are fit using the above parameter set,calibrations of the doppler data.

some elevation-dependent doppler O- C residual structure

5Only parameters of JPL's ODP are investigated (Ref. 4). exists regardless of the refraction model used. The amount
6Tropospheric refraction is modeled by the MM'71 refraction cali- of this O-C structure is nonetheless smaller for the
bration algorithm (Refs. 5, 6). MM'71 refraction model.

rFaraday rotation data, provided by the Stanford Radio Science
Laboratory, is used to calibrate charged particle effects on the When the DSS coordinates are the sole solution param-
doppler• eters, the 14-day arcs behave similarly. However, as one
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Table6. DifferencebetweenMM'71-MM'69 refractionmodels 4 _ _ _ , _
seenin the secondmomentof dopplerdata residuals

Second moment of doppler residuals in Hz2
Surveyor

MM'69 algorithm MM'71 algorithm
3

5 0.849 × 10-s 0.187 × 10-5

6 0.185 × 10-5 0.418 X 10-6

7 1.950 × 10-_ 0.819 × 10-5 x
CNN

22

2 x
decreases the number of days in the fit, the signature _ x

• associated with any individual pass diminishes until, in _" × x _._.____._K_
the limit, the single-pass fits do not have any apparent _ x

residual structures after the fit. This stems from the _x x x x

increased ability of the DSS coordinate parameters to
absorb this type of error as the data arc is shortened.

Figure 6 presents the second moment of the residuals

from Surveyor 6 as a function of length of data areo It

shows that after the data set is increased to approximately x
I I I I I I

14 days or more, the pass-by-pass contribution to /_2 is 2 4 6 _ l0 12 14
nearly constant. All the Surveyor data processed behaves DAYSINFir
this way. The solution parameters are insensitive to
refraction-induced doppler error signatures for fits includ- Fig. 6. Surveyor 6 300-s doppler data at DSS 11
ing 14 or more days of data.

In an attempt to study the insensitivity to refraction

alone, without the effect of other modeling errors, the 40 . , _ i , ,
actual Surveyor residuals were replaced by fictitious ones
that represented the differences between the calibrations x

35-

predicted by MM'69 and MM'71 refraction models for

these data. Table 7 shows that as the length of the data
set is increased from one to 14 passes, the size of the 30
parameter adjustments decreases. \

2s x \
When the coordinates of the landed probe are the solu-

tion parameters, the same behavior is evident. The data < x2 20
reductions for Surveyor 6 show the effect of the refraction <

x
modeling change as a function of the number of passes <
quite clearly (Fig. 7). Due to the relatively high linear b 15

correlation between ,l¢ and _¢ for Surveyors 5 and 7, _ x
however, the parameter changes do not decrease as well lo
as might be predicted.

5 X ×

The declination changes experienced by all of these x
Surveyors over the two-week periods that the doppler 0 I I I I I _ I x
data was acquired from each amounts to almost 50 deg. 2 4 6 8 lo 12 14

These declination changes alter the doppler-refraction NUMBEROFDAYSINCLUDEDINFIT

effects dramatically from pass to pass over the fit interval. Fig. 7. he and4_ adjustmentsdueto MM'69-MM'71
The doppler-refraction effects are fairly repetitive from refraction modeling differences
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pass to pass for doppler data acquired from a spacecraft 25 _ J r _ _ _ r

during planetary cruise for time periods on the order of a _ 0
few weeks. _

-25 I I I f I I I

The effect of using different refraction models was also

tested on the MV'67 spacecraft state estimates. The extent 25 _ f _ r _ _
to which the state estimate is altered by the refraction 0
modeling change depends on the length of the data-arc <_ r. •
fit and the parameters adjusted. Figure 8 shows the MV'67
state adjustments due to the difference in models plotted -25 _ r i i I I i

as a function of arc length. To simplify this discussion, 25 -,,_ _ i , , , ,

_tate parameter only solutions are presented. oN"
,O

The doppler data set being fit spans the time interval of
June 25 to August 20, 1967. The doppler used is calibrated -25 I i I I J I r

for charged particle influences using the Faraday polari- 10_ _ ' f ' '
zation data provided by the Stanford Radio Science La-

boratory. The data (6O0-s, count-time doppler) was ._
acquired at DSS 14.

-104 I I I I I I 1

The doppler is sub-divided into the following sets: _ 10-4 _ _ _ t r _

Set Date, 1967 Total days "<h 01 " --

1 June 25 to July 2 7 -104j i i i i i i i

2 June 25 to July 9 14 10-4 _ , J _ f J i

3 June 25 to July 16 9_1 o
oN

4 June 25 to July 23 9.8 _ 10-4 I I I t
5 June 25 to July 30 35

10-5t F _ , f _ J

6 June 25 to August 6 42 . x _x-----'_ x x ?'

7 June 25 to August 13 49 _\_ ×_t"x I_
0

8 June 25 to August 20 56 _ 10-6 i I I I I I I
0 7 14 21 28 35 42 48 56

DAYS OF DATA INCLUDED IN FIT

Each doppler set is used to estimate the MV'67 spacecraft Fig.8. MY'67 cruisestateadjustmentsdueto differencesin
geocentric, cartesian state at the June 25, 1967, epoch, troposphericrefractionmodelsasa functionof arc length

When the entire 56-day period is fit at one time, the/t2 If shorter time periods of the doppler arc were fit, theassociated with the MM'71 refraction model is _50% less
results of Fig. 8 are obtained. This figure shows thethan the _.__associated with the MM'69 refraction model.
individual state parameter adiustments for the different
data-arc fits. Also, the/__oof each fit are shown. In general,

The significance of this improvement can be found if the message is similar to the theme presented for the
the difference between the two models is proiected into Surveyors. The state parameters are most sensitive to
the state parameter space. For the 56-day fit, the root-sum- refraction modeling errors when short data arcs are fit.

square (RSS) positional error amounts to _11 km and the The preponderance of the elevation-dependent signature
RSS speed error is _7 × 10 -_km/s. remains in the residuals after the fit.
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Table 7. DSS coordinate adjustments as a function of number of tracking data
passesincluded in doppler fit a

Surveyor 5 Surveyor 6 Surveyor 7
Number of

passes
hrsl 1, m AX11,in z_r811, m axe,, m hrs_ _, m AXli, m

1 -- -- --6.7 + 0.4 - 1.4 + 12.9

2 -- -- -5.2 +0.8 -3.i +7.7

3 - 5.9 + 17.6 - 3.9 + 0.4 - 1.8 + 2.9

4 + 9.2 +20.1 --10.7 + 6.0 -- --

5 - 11.3 + 14.4 -4.8 +0.3 -- --

. 6 -- -- -5.1 --1.2 -- --

7 -- -- -1.5 +3.1 -2.9 +1.4

8 -- -- -1.7 -0.6 +1.5 -0.7

9 -- -- -0.6 -0.I +0.9 +0.0

10 -2.0 +8.7 +0.8 --0.8 +0.6 +0.0

11 +0.2 --2.6 +0.5 --0.1 +0.5 +0.1

12 -- -- +0.7 -0.0 +0.7 +0.0

13 + 1.4 --2.8 +0.0 -0.0 --

14 +0.9 -1.1 +0.8 +0.0 +0.1 +0.0

15 -- -- +0.4 -0.0 -- --

aA]lthedopplerdataofSurveyors6 and 7 arecalibratedforionosphericchargedparticleeffects.Surveyor5 dopp]erhas not
beensocalibrated.

Table 8. Projection of the MM'71 - MM'69 refraction differences
into MM'71 state parameter estimates

DiSplacement
Parameter

7-day data arc 14-day data arc 21-day data arc

AX 30.6 krn 53.2 km 34.6 km

z_Y -283.0 km 158.8 km 81.4 km

5Z - 108.4 km 141.6 km 64.5 km

A_ --0.288 X l0 -4 km/s 0.749 x 10-5 km/s -0.520 x l0 -5 km/s

Ay 0.964X 10-4km/s 0.511X 10-4km/s -0.133 × 10-4km/s

AT, -0.220 X 10-_ km/s 0.144 x 10 -4 km/s -0.182 x 10-4 km/s

#2 0.745 x 10-_ km/s 0.144 x 10-t km/s 0.250 x 10-4 km/s

28-day data arc 35-day data arc 42-day data arc

AX 29.8 km 15.2 km 4.3 km

/(Y -18.7 km -7.7 km -3.9 km

_Z 29.2 km 9.1 km 2.7 km

A_ --0.500 × 10-2 km/s -0.800 x 10 -'_km/s 0.417 x 10-_ km/s

AY -0.128 x 10-4 km/s -0.977 × 10-5 km/s -0.270 × 10-_ km/s

AT. 0.165 × 10-4 km/s 0.179 X 10-_ km/s 0.211 x 10-4 km/s

#2 0.279 X 10-4 km/s 0.281 X 10-4 km/s 0.284 X 10-4 km/s
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C. MM'71 Mission: Earth-Mars Cruise 2.75 J _ , , , , , r , J _ o._8
] MONTHLY MEAN OF TROPOSPHERICREFRACTION

E IZENITH ERROR: @"DRY" (_)"WET"

This study is based on the Goldstone doppler data ac- _ 2.7Ol- -- .-- 0.16 8/ .... FiTro_ _--6 WEEKS
quired during the interval from July 7 through September _ |\ _ FIT TO(_ _ ,/_
26, 1971; since, for this period of time, calibrations were _ 2.65_- _\ k_' ] QW_) 0.14
available to effectively remove the effects of the earth's _ I@ \ (_ 2 WEEKS------_--.- -_7.7"-'_ 4WEEKs

ionosphere. Figure 9 shows that portion of the trajectory E 2.60 , ZEROPO,NT-----../K_'_ _///_/._under study and Fig. 10 provides a measure of the zenith _ 0.12
N ',DRY / _:_ _//_.//.._'._,\@ z- 9_

range error s that stems from the "wet" and "dry" ideal- _ _ _/ @ _/'/_\:f:f¢Yx_Y/////_('W3"_''_atmosphere components (Ref. 5). _ 2.55 \_ 0.1o_

_qlen the MM'71 refraction model replaced the MM'69 u 250 ,/.@ __ @\ 0.08umodel, the ix.-,of the doppler residuals was reduced by __The ro iau ,a..oo,atow t .000-s oo.
count time (doppler observation at 10 deg elevation) was _ _,,..___w_ @ "--" _y/x.,_y////'/.__ o
changed from 2.5-3 mm/s to 0.9-1.0 mm/s, a change that _ STUDYIIMESPAN 7_- 2.40 _ "

0.o4
amounts to an improvement of _30%. _ GOLDSTONE @ : .......

2.35 I I I I I I I I 0.02

Let us now examine how the difference between the AN PEg MAll APR MAY JUN AUk AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

two refraction models projects into the solution parameter Fig. 10. Tropospheric refraction zenith range errors
space for the MM'71 spacecraft state estimates. Table 8 forthe differentarcsolutions
shows the adjustments corresponding to six different data

sets. Those results indicate that the MM'71 spacecraft four-week fit, and 0.893 × 10-s for the six-week fit. There
state estimates tend to be "most" sensitive to refraction

is a greater than 300% inerease between the one-week and
in the short-arc solutions in a root-sum-square sense. And, six-week fits for the same pass. The July 9, 1967 pass was

as with the other missions discussed, the /s._ and the chosen for this comparison for it has dolspler from 7-deg
elevation-dependent residual structure for the individual elevation angle (near rise) to li-deg elevation angle (near
passes increase as the data-arc length is increased. In the . set). The/x_ of the total residual sets associated with the
MV'67 results, for example, _ for the Goldstone-Mariner six different fits (Table 8) similarly shows more and more
9 pass of July 9, 1967 is 0.245 x 10-5 for the one-week fit, of the refraction errors not to be fitted out as the data-are

0.376 X 10-_ for the two-week fit, 0.595 X 10-5 for the length is increased.

SGroup velocity retardation ineurred by a radio signal traveling the Although the MM'71 refraction model demonstrated a

atmosphere at the observer's zenith, dramatic improvement in reducing the tropospheric effects
in the doppler residuals, an after-the-fit, elevation-

dependent signature was still evident (see Fig. 11). If it is

assumed to be refraction calibration error solely, then the

ARRIVAL July 7, 1971, doppler error indicates a + 10% overcorrec-
tion at 10 deg elevation. The doppler error for July 19,
1971, indicates a -12% undercorreetion. These apparent

over- and undereorreetions do not, however, correlate

significantly with surface weather data acquired at DSS 14,

SEP26,_971 N,_ indicating that a significant segment of investigation yet
remains to be accomplished.

_RS IV. Summary
SPACECRAFT

SUN Elevation-dependent residual structures in doppler
tracking were reduced by employing a temporal model

LAUNCH for tropospheric refraction effects. When the doppler-data

Fig. 9. MM'71 missiongeometry are being fit is short (two weeks or less), the distortion of
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0:51_ERCORRECTEO\ '-.. , . t _ I ONDERCO_ECT___ J
-o._ % "- _ _ _ _ - " ....

7/7/71 7/8/71 7/9/71 7/10/71 7/11/71 7/12/71 7/13/71 7/14/71 7/15/71

°'50 . i r .! / J i / -.I _ _ -,
• _ f f

IO _ 5 /

7/16/71 7/17/71 7/18/71 7/19/71 7/20/71 7/21/7 t 7/22/71 7/23/71 7/24/71

°51 j• \ - i
7/25/71 7/26/71 7/27,/71 7/28/71 7/29/71 7/30/71 7/31/71 8/1/71 8/2/71

Z

0.50 ,,,..,, J \ \ J ,, J
-0.5

8/3/71 8/4/71 8/5/71 8/6/71 8/7/71 8/8/71 8/9/71 8/10/71 8/11/71

0.50
o -0.5

8/12/71 8/13/71 8/14/71 8/15/71 8/16/71 8/17/71 8/18/71 8/19/71 8/20/71

0_" 0"50

-0.5

8/21/71 8/22/71 8/23/71 8/24/71 8/25,/71 8/26/'71 8/27/71 8/28/71 8/29/71

I-0.5

8/30/71 8/31/71 9/1/71 9/2,/71 9/3/71 9/4/71 9/5,/71 9/6/71 9/7/71

0.5o
-0.5

9/8/71 9/9/71 9/10/71 9/I 1/71 9/12/71

Fig.11, Theelevation-dependent-typestructureinthe after-the-fitdoppler(0 - C) residuals,passby pass

the spacecraft state estimate due to tropospheric refrac- arc in excess of four weeks shows that the spacecraft
tion is noticeable. As the length of the data-arc is extended parameters are unable to absorb much of the relatively

to 4 to 6 weeks, the sensitivity of the state fo the refrac- short term, "observed-minus-computed" doppler signa-

tion phenomena diminishes such that errors in modeling tures° Static models not only fail to accurately represent
are not critical (as long as the model is temporal). Accord- the tropospheric effects on doppler but also extremely

ingly, the second moment associated with a fit to a data distort the state estimate for short data-arc lengths.
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PolynomialSmoothingof DRVID Data
R. K. Leavitt

I. Introduction After each smoothing iteration, the first, second, etc.,

finite differences of the resulting smoothed points and
Charged-particle calibrations based on Differenced each of their variances are computed until the minimum

Range Versus Integrated Doppler (DRVID) are smoothed variance is determined. When the minimum variances

and fitted with a polynomial prior to its application in the from two successive iterations occur for the same (say,
orbit determination process. This article describes the re- the ruth) finite differences, then a statistical F-test is used

suits of the tests performed on the computer program per- to compare them.
forming these calculations to determine its characteristics

and to evaluate the acceptability of its computations. This The smoothing process is ended when the F-test is
program, called MEDIA, is described in Ref. 1. A more satisfied. A least-squares polynomial of degree m is then
detailed version of this analysis may be found in Ref. 2. fitted to the smoothed points. A statistical runs test is

performed on the original data relative to this fit to detect
those cases in which the DRVID data do not resemble a

MEDIA employs a least-squares curve fitting process polynomial. When the test fails, the degree is increased,
that automatically determines the appropriate degree of a new fit is computed, and the runs test is again performed
polynomial required to optimize the fit. This process uses with the new fit. This process is repeated until either the
an iterative technique in which the data points are test has been satisfied or the degree of fit exceeds its
smoothed with a moving least-squares polynomial. In each maximum allowable value.
successive iteration, every datum is replaced by the value
taken on by this polynomial, which is computed from a The following two conditions must be satisfied by the
subset of k points centered at the point to be replaced, data in order to use this process:
Its degree and the number of points k of the subsets are
determined from the total number of data points in the (1) The data must occur at equal time intervals.
pass. (2) The data should usually resemble a polynomial.
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The first condition is imposed to simplify and to speed defined as
up the processing logic. Without it, the computer run

time required to process a pass of data would be pro- _p(t) = 1 + t + t'-' + t a
hibitive.

The second condition is obvious, since the objective of /_o(t) = 0.15 + 0.15t + 0.15t _ + • • • + O.15t'"
the process is to fit a polynomial to the points. Violations
of this condition should be detected and overcome by the
runs test that is applied. Such occurrences, however, The cubic equation is used to produce three cases of
should be infrequent; otherwise, the processing time 100 points each by superimposing on it 0-, 5-, and 10-ns
would become excessive. Gaussian noise. For the 5- and 10-ns noise cases, the vari-

ance s'-' of the data points about the least-squares poly-
nomial is an efficient parameter for testing the fit (Ref. 3).

This curve-fitting technique is not applied unless there The statistic used is s2/a 2, where _ is either 5 or 10 ns. The

are at least 16 data points. If there are fewer then 16 distribution of s2/a "- is the chi-squared over degree of "_'_
points but at least three, a least-squares polynomial is fit freedom (x2/d[) density function (Ref. 4). The 10% level
directly to the points• Its degree is set at the largest

of confidence is used for this test so that the requirements
integer contained in the square root of the number of
points, for rejecting the fit are not too stringent.

The acceptance criteria for 100 points are
II. Test Results

Various sets of both simulated and real data were pro- 0.777 < s2/_ _ < 1.24
cessed by the MEDIA program to evaluate and to
demonstrate its curve-fitting ability. The simulated sets

provided a controlled situation in which the parameters The following tabulation summarizes the results of this
were known. The real sets were used to demonstrate how test:
the process would function in a real-life situation. A com-

parison with Faraday rotation calibration polynomials
was also performed.

_r $ 8 2/ _r2

The following paragraphs describe various statistical 5 4.53 0.821

tests that are performed on the least-squares fits that 10 10.41 1.083
result from this process. These tests include the ehi-square
over degree of freedom, linear regression, and analysis
of covariance. The primary parameter used in these tests

is the variance of the points about the polynomial fit to Both are within the acceptance criteria; therefore, both
them. For simulated data, this variance is compared to the fits are acceptable according to the test.
known variance that was artificially constructed in the
data. For real data, it is compared with the variance of the

actual noise in the radiometric data. In comparing the The tenth-degree polynomial was chosen to produce a
resulting polynomials with Faraday rotation calibration curve with a relatively steep slope. A 10-ns noise was
polynomials, the mean and variance of the differences of superimposed on this curve to obscure its slope. It is
the derivatives of the corresponding polynomials are believed that DRVID data may behave in a similar
analyzed, manner in extreme cases.

A. Simulated Data Samples of 125, 250, and 500 evenly spaced points over
Two equations were used to synthesize DRVID data: a the interval - 1 < t < 1 were taken, converted to DRVID

cubic and a tenth-degree polynomial. These equations are data, and used as input. The variances about these poly-
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nomials were subjected to the x2/d[ test. The results are Table 1. Dispersion about the least-squares fits
summarized below:

Day N s 118z dBmW

Points s sZ/a 2 Criteria 188 417 0.5183 3.7225 35.71
189 245 0.5639 3.1448 34.98

125 11.23 1.26 0.801-1.22 191 870 0.6387 2.4514 33.89

250 10.24 1.05 0.858-1.15 195 146 0.8261 1.4653 31.66

500 10.38 1.08 0.898-1.11 198 415 0.8681 1.3270 31.23
199 423 0.9024 1.2280 30.89

200 209 0.9500 1.1080 30.45

• Although sZ/a 2 is within the acceptance criteria for the 201 363 0.9992 1.0016 30.01
samples of 250 and 500, it is not for the 125-point sample. 204 423 1.1967 0.6983 28.44
These results seem to indicate that the sample rate should 205 424 1.1850 0.7121 28.53
be increased as the noise increases to detect local or

irregular trends in the .data. 207 401 1.3839 0.5221 27.18
208 384 1.4145 0.4998 26.99

209 423 1.5839 0.3986 26.01
In conclusion, the results from the simulated data 210 227 1.4439 0.4796 26.81

demonstrate that the process is performing in an accept-
able manner, except possibly for extreme and unlikely
cases. In such cases, the user will have to override the the variances have been converted to dBmW units (Ref.

process by specifying the degree of fit. Input options built 5), which are comparable to units of power, i.e.,

into the process make such action possible, s- z

_2 = 10 loglo 0.001

B. Real Data
where iz2is the inverse of the variance in dBmW units and

Mariner Mars 1971 (MM'71) is the primary source of s 2is the variance.
real data used to evaluate the curve-fitting ability of the
process in an actual data-processing environment. The

2.01(° , , , , , , ,early part of the flight, when MM'71 was relatively close _ ) o

to earth, was selected for the evaluation to minimize the _ _'°_°o%_1"°number and effect of the variables involved and to make o o o o o oOo o 0
_o oo _ n _ o oo

I'_o-_ ° o(9 _ 2 o o ° ° oothe analysis easier. Figure la shows a typical fit produced _ i o'_o_ ..... ooo__ o o o ooo o o_ eoooo
0t-o,-_ _t'o_o'l_ m % o_o oo o, o oo ¢r o_O o

for day 188. The derivative of this fitted polynomial is < I_oo-,_2_T_-_ ,_ _ woo _o ®
o o o

shown in Fig. lb. The least-squares polynomials produced u _ , L o- __ _z_o_# o
^ O_ 0 o 0 0 _ _ o Oo0 o o O_ oappear to reasonably represent the data points in each _z -" .... _ _o _ o--o -o

pass, and their derivatives seem believable, except pos- _ | _ _ o _6, ° o o_Ooo %-2.01 Io I I I I I ° o I

sibly at some of the ends of the passes. The data points in

these cases exhibit slight trends at the ends of the passes _ o.20 /
that probably would disappear in the smoothing process ff _ 0.10
the passes were extended.

Z

The variances of the deviations of the points from the _ -o.]0

fitted polynomials are used to evaluate the fits as in the _ -o.2o
case of simulated data. They are a measure of the dis- z_
persion of the data caused by noise in the received signal. _ -o.ac I I I I I I I
The fit is considered to be good if the resulting variance 6 7 8 9 ]0 i1 12 13 14
is an accurate measure of this dispersion. Table 1 lists HOURS

the statistics for the tracking passes early in the flight that Fig. 1. Typical least-squares fit (a) and derivatives of
are used in this evaluation. In the last column on the right, polynomial fit (b) to DRVIDdata
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The dispersion due to noise is related to the power re- Linear regression lines and correlation coefficients (Ref.
eeived at the tracking stations; the less power received, 4) were computed for both the inverse of the variances

the greater the dispersion (assuming everything else is (dBmW units) and the power received versus days. Their
equal). The following tabulation lists the expected power slopes b, correlation r, and 95 percentiles po_ of the r
received at Deep Space Station 12 at 5-day intervals: distribution are listed below:

Day Power, dBmW Points b r pgs

Power 6 -0.3737 -0,9977 0.729186 - 163.7

Variance 14 -0.4163 -0.9931 0.457191 - 165.3

• 196 - 166.8

201 - 168.9 Since It] > pg_in both cases, it is concluded that both sets
are correlated with days.

206 - 170.9

211 -173.0 The slopes of the two regression lines were compared
using the analysis of covariance technique (Ref. 6). If
there is no significant difference between these slopes,

The relationship between these values and the variances then the variances are related to the dispersion of the
of the deviations from the least-squares polynomials is
what will be evaluated, tracking data received at the stations. The F-distribution

is used to test the slopes, The required equations are
summarized below:

Sum of squares Degrees of freedom

k n_ k

Denominator _ _ (Y,s- a,- bi x,,) 2 _ (n,-2)
i=l ]=1 i=l

k ni

Numerator _._ _ (x, s - x,) 2 (b_ - b) 2
k 1

_,=I _=I

where and

k = 2 is the number of data sets

n, = 6, 14is thenumber of points in the ith set _ _ (x,s- xi)2b,

b=
(x_j, Yii) are the points _ "_

x_ is the mean of the x-values in the ith set _=1 s=l

The F-ratio that results from these equations is
ai is the y-intercept of the ith set

1.993

bi is the slope of the ith set F = 0.65----'ff"= 3.93
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From the F-distribution tables at the 95% confidence level, Table2. Statisticsof the differencesbetweenthe derivativesof
DRVIDandFaradayrotationcalibrationpolynomials

F(16,1)= 4.50
Day N x s 1Isz dBmW

Since 3.93 < 4.50, it can be concluded that the two slopes 188 488 0.026 0.046 472.59 56.74
are the same. Thus, the dispersion of the deviations about 189 250 0.023 0.097 106.28 50.27
the fit is an accurate measure of the noise in the data, and

the fits adequately represent DRVID data. 191 877 0.022 0.105 90.70 59.58
195 150 -0.176 0.150 44.44 46.48

C. Derivatives of the Least-Squares Polynomials 198 482 0.022 0.066 229.57 58.61

The derivatives of the least-squares polynomials must 199 489. 0.005 0.048 540.83 57.88
.accurately represent the rate of change of the charged- 200 215 -0.058 0.182 57.39 47.59

particle media. It is the rate of change that is important in 201 868 0.042 0.077 168.66 52.27
the calibration of the doppler tracking data. The accuracy 204 233 -0.105 0.159 39.56 45.97

of these derivatives is evaluated here using Faraday rota- 205 123 0.182 0.077 168.66 52.27

tion data (Ref. 7), which measure the charged-particle 207 436 -0.061 0.090 123.46 50.91
content of the ionosphere. They are obtained by passing
a signal from a stationary satellite through the ionosphere 208 486 0.071 0.077 168.66 52.27
to a tracking station and mapping the results to the line- 209 486 -0.036 0.061 268.74 54.29

of-sight of the spacecraft. They should be comparable to 210 298 -0.032 0.084 141.72 51.51
DRVID data when the spacecraft is close to earth and
the ionosphere is practically the only source of charged
particles. The Faraday calibration polynomials used for i i _ i t

z 0.8-(°)
this comparison were computed by the digital computer o_

program ION (Ref. 7). _ 0.4 -

Figure 2a and 2b illustrates the derivatives that result u Eu-_t 0-
O<

from fits to the MM'71 DRVID and Faraday rotation data _,__
and the differences between them for a typical day r-o -0.4

< Z _ _ FARADAY
--> >" --- DRVID

included in this evaluation. The ends of the Faraday _o_ -o.8
derivatives have been deleted from the graphs and from t I J I I
the evaluation because of their erratic and unrealistic

0.20 I I I I I

movements. The oscillations that are so pronounced in the ¢o)
graphs of the differences are caused almost entirely by the 0.15 _

Faraday derivatives. The relatively large differences at _ 0ol0 _the ends of the cuPves probably result from the end points _" REGRESSION A

0.05

phenomenon of the DRVID derivatives, as noted earlier.
Table 2 lists the statistical parameters from these graphs _ 0
that are used in the numerical analysis that follows. The
last column on the right presents the inverses of the vari- -0.0s

ances in dBmW units. A linear regression line and corre- -0._0 I I J I r
4 6 8 I0 12 14 16

]ation coefficient were computed for these variances HOURS
(dBmW units) versus days to determine whether there is
any relation between them and the dispersion of DRVID Fig. 2. Comparison (a) and difference (b) between derivatives
data. The results are summarized below: of polynomials fitted to DRVIDand Faraday data

N = 14 Since I,I<P,,:,the variances are not correlated with days;
b = -0.141 i.e., the slope b of the regression line is not significantly

different from zero. Therefore, the differences of the

r = -0.261 derivatives are not related to the dispersion of the DRVID
p._ = 0.457 data or to the signal noise, both of which (as noted above)
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are correlated with days and have the same slope. This 7o _ _ _ _(o) o
result indicates that the least-squares process has success- 60-

fully filtered the noise from the data. 50 - _a_% o
40-

,d"

From the values in Table 2, the total mean and standard 30 /ff_ -_
deviation of the differences of derivatives are -0.0031 20

?oE

and 0.0881 mm/s, respectively. Although the mean is rela- _ _0

tively small, the standard deviation does indicate a rather o _w 0

large spread considering the size of the derivatives. How- _ -10 / I I I I I

ever, computing error percentages at this time does not z< 70 I I I I I

seem worthwhile since it is not known whether DRVID _ 60 0_) o

or Faraday contributes the greater error. A more profit- _ 50 _ o _o --
able approach might be to apply these calibrations to a <_ 40 ff -_R_ __ _i

simplified orbit determination process and evaluate its 30

convergence. 20

10

In conclusion, the derivatives of the resulting DRVID 0
calibration polynomials are acceptable provided the -10 f t f I I
tracking passes are not overly short in duration. The sue- 20 21 22 23 24 0_ 02
cessful filtering of random noise from the data has mini- HOURS

mized the dangers inherent in computing derivatives of Fig. 3. Least-squares fit without (a)and with
raw data such as these. This accomplishment is one of (b) runs test applied
the most important results of the process. Another sig-
nificant attribute of the process is the fact that it has not
introduced into the fit such distortions as "ringing" or

other similar deformations, which too often appear in during the "flat" portion of the ionosphere's diurnal
least-squares polynomial approximations. Such distortions charged-particle content curve.)
are often amplified in the derivatives of these polynomials

to the extent that the subsequent application of the de- D. Statistical Runs Test

rivatives is impractical. Although the differences between The need for a statistical runs test is demonstrated in
the derivatives of DRVID and Faraday polynomials have
what seems to be a relatively large dispersion, they do Fig. 3a. As shown in this figure, the least-squares process

• determined that a fourth-degree polynomial would fit theaverage out as indicated by the small total mean. This
points. Their configuration, however, is such that thisanomaly is not yet fully understood; however, there are
degree is not adequate. An exponential function would

several likely causes that might contribute to it: probably fit these points better than a polynomial.
(1) The end points phenomenon.

(2) The mapping of the Faraday rotation calibrations to The runs test, upon detecting such situations, causes the
the spacecraft line-of-sight, degree to be increased until the test is satisfied. In this

example, a tenth-degree polynomial was required to fit
(3) The lack of pronounced trends in the DRVID data. the points adequately enough to satisfy the test. The re-

(The data used in this evaluation were all sampled sulting fit is shown in Fig. 3b.
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